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GENERAL

A relatively unmeÈamorphosed (greenschist facies) sequence of

fossiliferous Cambrian sedj:nent outcrops on the northeast coast of

Kangaroo Island, between Middle River and Point Marsden (Fig' L2-2) ' The

sequence is dominated by sandstone, however shale, conglomerate, siltstone

and limestone aïe also present. Unfortunately, no complete stratigraphic

section exists because of faulting, ho\^Iever Daily (Fis. 14 in Horwitz and

Daily, t95g) has established two distinct complementary sequences which

Èogether may compïise the compleÈe stratigraphy. Daily (1976b, Fig' 8)

has correlated this sequence with the major part of the Kanmantoo Group

described by Daily and Milnes (1971, L973) in its stratotype on southern

Fleurieu Peninsula.

In January 1978, the author in conjunction with B. Daily measured

detailed stratigraphic sections through the Carrickalinga Head Formation,

Smith Bay Shale, White Point Conglomerate, Emu Bay Shale and Boxing Bay

Formation. Due to the considerable thickness, lack of appreciable variation

in sedimentary structures, and uncertainty of displacement along faults, no

section \¡/as measured. for the Stokes Bay Sandstone. The following chapÈers

are a summary of this \¡tork, with additional information based on an un-

published report bY DailY (L971).
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GEOGRAPHY

The fossiliferous Cambrian sediments of Kalgaroo Island are re-

stricted to the region north of the CygneÈ-Snelling fault complex (Fig. L2-L).

Excellent outcrops occur along the northeast coast between Middl-e River and

Point Marsden, although some intervals are obscured by beaches (eg. Smith

Bay, Emu Bay, and west of Pt. Marsden). Cliffs, up to I2Om high, are

generally flanked by a narrow wavecut platform, parts of which are inaccess-

ible, particularly at high t.ide. Inland. outcrops a.re sparse, because most

of the area is capped by Permian and Quaternary deposits.

The ctimate of Kangaroo fsland is temperate sub-hunid, with mifder

winters and much cooler summers than adjacent regions on the mainl-and

(Baldwin and Crocker, L94L¡ Bauer, 1959). At Kingscote, the mean maxjmum

in February is 23oC and in August, I5oC. About 65% of. the annual precipita-

tion occurs in winter, between May and September. Rainfall generally de-

creases from west to east across the island, and ranges from over 800mm

west of Middte River, to 500mm near Kingscote (Barnett, 1977).

In the western high rainfall areas, the vegetation is dense, and

eucalypts are numerous. However, in the eastern areas where this study is

concenÈrated, the dominant natural vegetation is mallee scrub (Eucalyptus

eneorifolia - E. rugosa association of Baldwin and Crocker, L94I). However,

extensive development has resulted in much of the land being cleared. fn

addition, most of the outcrops examined \^rere on the wavecut platform or in

adjacent cliffs, so that vegetation cover was no problem.

Field work on Kangaroo Island can be carried out aÈ any time of the

year, although the colder, wetter winter months are best avoided if possible,

especially if work is being carried out along the potentially dangerous

coastal sections.
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REGIONAL SETTING

Geologically and structurally, Kangaroo Island is the south-

westerly continuation of the Mt. Lofty Ranges. These, together with the

Finders Ranges and Olary Arc (Campana, L954) are merely a small remnant

of the Early Palaeozoic fol-d mountain belt known as the Delamerides

(Daily et aI. , Lg76) thaÈ was rejuvenated by uplift in the Late Cainozoic

to form the present highlands of eastern South Australia.

During the Late Precambrian and Cambrian, a thick, predominantly

shallow-water succession was laid down in the Adelaide 'Geosyncline', east

and south of the Gawler Block, the latter composed. of Archaean-Early Pro-

terozoic crystalline rocks (nig. I2-L). The Torrens Lineament or Hinge

Zo',e (Sprigg, Lg52) separates this block and its platform covering sediments

from the much thicker succession laid down contemporaneously in the fold

belt. yorke peninsula, which is incorporated. in the south-eastern portion

of the block, has a thin remnanÈ cover of flat-lying to gently folded Cam-

bria¡r sediments whereas further north thin Adelaidean deposits disconformably

intervene between the preserved. cambrian and the basement.

Cambrian rocks outcrop extensively on Kangaroo Island. The bulk of

these are metasediments referrable to Èhe Kanmantoo Group except for a small

occurrence of basal Cambrian Normanville Group rocks, including marble, on

Dudley peninsula on the eastern end of the island (Daily and Mitnes, L972a).

Late Cambrian Encounter Bay Granites intrude the strongly fol-ded metasedi-

ments and outcrop intermittently along the southern coast (Milnes et af.,

Ig77). By way of contrast, the remainder of the Kangaroo Island Carnbrian,

which occurs in the northeast coastal region, is an unmetamorphosed' and

fossiliferous sequence of largely intertidal to shall-ow subtidal clastics

and interfingering alluvial sands and conglomerates. Daily (L976b, Fi9. 8)

lithologically correlated this marginal sequence with the much thicker off-

shore Kanmantoo Group, Èhe stratoÈype of which was described by Daily and

Milnes (f97I, Lg73) from the southern coastline of Fleurieu Peninsula

(Fig. L2-2), opposite Dudley Peninsula where the same stratigraphic
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succession is found (FiS. I-3). The basis for this correlation hinges on

the fact Èhat as the red and green coloured northeast coast marginal fossil-i-

ferous sequence is traced to the west along the northern coastline, it gives

way to a progressively metamorphosed sequence of grey coloured metasediments,

unfossitiferous apart from trace fossils, and which from their sedimentary

structures are interpreted as having been deposited further offshore- Flint

(1978) interpreted Kanmantoo Group metasedjments on the western end of the

island as deep-sea fan deposits. However, there is litt1e justification for

such an interpretation, the sequence being a relatively shallow-water off-

shore succession. This is shown by the al¡undance of cross-bedded metasand-

stones outcropping on the western and southern coastlines that are prograded

toward.s the easÈ and, which were laid down by offshore marine currents flowing

sub-parallel to the southern margin of the Gaw1er Block which del-ineated the

contemporarY shoreline.

The Kangaroo Island fossiliferous Cambrian and. Kanmantoo Group rocks

were laid, down rapidly in an actively subsiding basin in response to wide-

spread marked faulting which commenced in the late Early Cambrian and is

known to have extended into the Middle Cambrian on Yorke Peninsula and con-

tinued welt into the Upper Carnbrian in the Flinders Ranges. These movements,

both positive (for source areas) and negative (for depositíona1 areas) $Iere

episodic and were collectively termed the Kangarooian Movements by Ðaily and

Forbes (1969), the name being derived from Kangaroo Tsl-and where evidence

for such movements was first established (Daily' 1956). Daily and Milnes

(1971, L973) have discussed the Kangarooian Movements and their effect on

contemporary Cambrian sedjmentation. The conglomerates and their associated

coarse calcareous sandstones that are prominent in the Vrlhite Point Conglom-

erate and to a lesser extent in the Boxing Bay Formation were derived from

uplifted source areas i:nmediately north of the present coast, and were trans-

ported by streams fiowing south into the basin. On the other hand the inter-

bedded red-brown feldspathic sandstones and arkoses were derived from more

distant sources and were transported by marine currents sub-parallel to the
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margins of the Gawler Block shorelines which from the time of commencement

of Kanmantoo Group sedimentation, were oriented east-r^Iest and lay to the

north of Kangaroo Island.

Lower Cambrian sedimentary rocks are also present on southern Yorke

peninsula, and are in part older than those of Kangaroo Island. (FiS. l--3).

The ol-der rocks include the lVinulta and Kulpara Formations, and the

Koolywurtie Ljmestone Member of the Parara Li:nestone, which contain litho-

logies identical to clasts in the Vühite Point Conglomerate. However, the

nature of the conglomerates, discussed later, indicaÈes an even closer

northerly source. Geophysical evidence indicates an Archaean to Protero-

zoic basement high in Investigator Straight (Fig. L2-2), which Stuart and

von Sanden (L9'72, Fig. 8B) proposed as the source of the Vlhite Point con-

glomerates. This view is supported by the present authors although the

abundance of carbonate clasts particularly in the White Point Conglomerate

shows that the basement rocks within the source area \^Iere l-argely covered

by an Early Cambrian clastic,/carbonate shetf sequence (Daily, 1956).

PREVIOUS STUDTES RELATING TO THE FOSSILIFEROUS SEOUENCE

OF THE NORTHEAST COAST OF KANGAROO ISLAND : AN HISTORTCAL RESUME

The northeast coast Cambrian outcrops \^Iere first described loy Tate

(1883), Brown (1898) and Howchin (1898, l-903). All three workers recognised

the individuality of the sequence, and were unable to suggest a correlation

with the mainland. Howchin (1898) tentatively suggested a middl-e or upper

palaeozoic age, based on the tack of significant metamorphism of the sequence

and on the presence of reworked boulders of (?)Cambrian limestone in con-

glomerate beds at Point Marsden. A glacial origin for the sequence nol^7

defined as the Boxing Bay Formation was proposed (Howchin, 1898, p.2O6) ,

however it was noted (p.2ol) that "these suggestions are only thrown out

as possible causes for the peculiar features of these beds rather than any

settled conviction as to their origin".

Further descriptions of the northeast coast sequence \^lere presented

¡l
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by Madigan (L928), following a student excursion to the island. Madigan

(L928, p.2LL) recognised the pebbly and arkosic nature of the reddish-brown

sandstones, and concluded Èhat "the redness is mainly due to the colour of

the orthoclase, which forms a good. half of the rock". He also located out-

crops of conglomerate on Cape drEstaing containing boulders of archaeocyathid

lj:nestone, and stated (Madigan, L928, p.2L2) "it not only indicates the pro-

ximity of the Archaeocyathinae limestone, of Middle (?)Cambrian age, but

also shows the Point Marsden series to be post-Cambrian, and of an age not

hitherto recognised. in southern South Australia". Although Madiganrs esti-

mate regarding the age of the northeast coast sequence is now known to be

too young, his conclusions regarding the origin and depositional environment

of the conglomeratic sequence is fairly accurate. Madigan (1928, p.2L2)

considered the sequence "Èo be of shallow water or even terrestrial origin,

derived by torrential streams from neighbouring highlands. These highlands

were composed of Cambrian a¡rd Pre-Camlorian rocks, which furnished the

boulders of Archaeocyathinae limestone and the slate and schist fragments

and pebbles of gneissic and granitic rock".

Madigan also reported trace fossils (trilobite tracks) in Freestone

Creek, in a shaly sequence which he correctly correlated with the east side

of SmiÈh Bay (now defined as the Smith Bay Shale). The whole northeast

coasÈ Cambrian sequence, from Middle River to Point Marsden, he called the

"Point Marsden series".

Regional geological mapping of Kangaroo Island by the South Aus-

tralian Geological Survey commenced in 1952. Howeverf an injury to the

geologist in charge (R.C. Sprigg) terminated the investigations before the

northeast coast succession \¡/as mapped or measured in detail. Consequently,

the KINGSCOTE I 2250,000 Series GeologicaL Sheet [Sprigg et a]. , L954) con-

tains many inaccuracies. Sprigg (1955) d.efined four formations in the "Point

Marsd.en Group", but failed to recognise major faults and dip reversals in

the sequence. Consequently, his stratigraphic succession, from base to top,

of Stokes Bay Sandstone, Emu Bay Shale, lVhite Point Ljmestone and Pt.Marsden

i{

ii'
.ili
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conglomerate (Sprigg et al. , L954; Sprigg, l-955) is incorrect.

Sprigg (1955. p,166) suggested, Èhat the "Point Marsden beds" accu-

mulated near "the outer edge of a narrowing continental platform". He

noted the abundance and considera-ble magnitude of slump structures within

the Stokes Bay Sandstone, and suggested a shallow-water origin for this

formation. The conglomerates in the "White Point Li:nestone" were attri-

buted to erosion of nearby Archaeocyathid reefs, despite the paucity of

limestone bfocks containing Archaeocyatha and the abundance of cobbles and

boulders of Precarnbrian metamorphic basement.

Fossils located by Sprigg's survey group in the Emu Bay Shale at

Emu Bay were reported upon by Glaessner (1952). He identified the trilobites

Redlichía n. sp . and Lusatiops n. sp. , the brachiopod Acrothele sp. and

also Hyolithes sp. On the basis of the trilobite association of Redlichia

(Earty to Middle Cambrian) and Lusatiops (narly Cambrian), Sprigg (1955)

suggested an uppennost Early Ca¡nbrian age for the tnu Bay Shale.

Daily (1956, p.123) disagreed with the order of succession put

forward by Sprigg et al. (1954) for the north coast Cambrian sequence, and

disregarded the term "Point Marsden Group" because of "arnbiguity and evi-

dence indicating a break in its lower part". Daily (1956) recognised at

least 5500 feet (I700m) of Cambrian strata, comprising the Stokes Bay Sand-

stone (1000 ft; 3300m) and the "Kangaroo Island Group" (4500 ft; I37Om).

Viithin the "Kangaroo Is1and Group", Daily (1956) recognised four formations

in continuous stratigraphic section from BaId Rock to tühite Point. The

sequence comprised I00 ft (33n) of unnamed chocoLate-coloured micaceous

shales, overlain by the lVhite Point Conglomerate (1250 ft.; 38Om), the Emu

Bay Shale (350 ft; ItOm) and the Boxing Bay Formation (2500 ft; 77Om).

Daity (1956) regarded the conglomeratic sequence on Point Marsden as either

an upward continuation or a fault repetition of the type Boxing Bay Forma-

tion, and thus abandoned the term "Pt. Marsden conglomerates" (Sprigg et al.,

L954). He also concluded that Èhe conglomerates near Cape 'Estaing and

Hawk Nest are not talus from an archaeocyathid reef as Sprigg (1955) had

1

4

t,
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suggested, but rather, provided evidence of active erosion of an adjacent

Iand mass. Thus, he abandoned the term "White Point Limestone" in favour

of "White Point Conglomerate".

Daily (1956) also located opisthoparian trilobites in shale near

the top of the Vlhite Point Conglomerate, both in the type section near

Bald Rock and in a fault-bounded outcrop west of Cape D'Estaing, and thus

defined Faunal Assemblage No. 11. In addition to the fauna mentioned by

Glaessner (L952), Daily (1956) identified Isoxys n. sP., a crustacean, and

annelids in the basal 6m of the Emu Bay Shale. He named this assemblage

Faunal Assemblage No. 1-2. He assigned both faunal assemblages to the upper

Lower Carnbrian, and, suggested that the boundary between the LoI^Ier and Midd1e

Cambrian probably lay within the Boxing Bay Formation.

In 1956, the Minlaton No. 1 and SÈansbury No. I stratigraphic bores

were drilled, on southern Yorke Peninsula by the South Australian Department

of Mines, in conjunction with Beach Petroleum N.L. (Daily, 1957 i Ludbrook,

1965). No Early Carnbrian strata \^/ere identified from the Stansbury No. I

bore, however a 76Om thick Early to Middle Cambrian sequence in the Minlaton

bore was correlaÈed in part by Daily (L957) with the Cambrian rocks on north-

east Kangaroo Island. A 9m thick conglomeratic unit unconformably overlying

the Early Carnbrian Parara Limestone in the Minlaton bore (Fig. 12-2) was

tentatively correlated on tithological grounds with the !Íhite Point Conglom-

erate (Daity, L957 ), thus providing further evidence of a middle Early

Carnbrian orogeny in the southern portion of the Adel-aide 'Geosyncline'. A

distinction üras made however, between the conglomerates in the Minlaton bore,

which \^rere regarded as continental deposits, and the Vühite Point Conglomerate

on Kangaroo Island, which was interpreted by Daily (L957 ) as a marine deposit.

Overlying the conglomerates in the Minlaton bore, there are appro-

ximately tlOm of red sitty clastics, with gypsum and minor carbonate inter-

beds. This sequence r¡/as al-so interpreÈed by Daily (1957) as a continental

deposit, and together with the underlying 9m of conglomeratef \n/as broadly

correlated by Daily (Fig. 14 in Horwitz and Daily. 1958) with the Cambrian

ir
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sequence on the northeast coast of Kangaroo Island. The stratigraphic

column for the Cambrian of Kangaroo Island, shown in Figure L4 oî. Horwitz

and Daily (1958) was a further revision of the stratigraphy of this area,

with the definition of the Smith Bay Sha1e, separating the Stokes Bay Sand-

stone from the stratigraphically younger Vühite Point Conglomerate. In

addition, Daily recognised abundant trilobite tracks and worm burrows in

purple and green shales underlying the Stokes Bay Sandstone. This shaly

sequence had been mapped by Sprigg et al-. (1954) as Adelaidean phyllites,

however the presence of these trace fossils established its Carnbrian age.

The Cambrian stratigraphy of the northeast coast of Kangaroo Island

was sunìmarized. by Campana (1958a). Further descriptions of the faunas in

the Emu Bay Shale and V,Ihite Point Conglomerate were published by Pocock

(1964, L97O). The trílobite identified by Glaessner (L952) as Lustiops

from the Emu Bay Shale was considered by Pocock (L964) to belong to a new

genus. Thus, he renamed the trilobite Estaingia bilobata gen. et sp. nov.

(pocock, 1964). In addition, Pocock 1970 recognised a new family of trilo-

bites (the Emuellidae) in the Vühite Point Conglomerate and Enu Bay Shale.

From Faunal Assemblage No. 11 (the upper part of the VlhiÈe Point Conglom-

erate), pocock (1970) described Balcoracania dailyi and Emuella pol)zmera.

In Faunal Assemblage No. L2 (the lower portion of the Enu Bay Shale),

Pocock (1970) described Emuella dalgarnoí. Another species of Balcoracania

(8. flindersi) was described by Pocock (1970) from the lower portion of the

Bilty Creek Formation in the Flinders Ranges, and on this basis a late Early

Carnbrian age was suggested for the V[hite Point Conglomerate.

Further stratigraphic drilling on southern Yorke Peninsula was

carried out in 1966 and L967. Stansbury l^trest No. 1 WelI was drilled in mid

L9-66, approximately 5lsn west of Stansbury township. It penetrated appro-

ximately 1310m of Cambrian strata, including nearly 12Om of red-bed.s and

minor interbedded carbonate, resting unconformably on the Early Cambrian

parara Limestone and correlated by lVatts and Gausden (1966) with the Minl-aton

Conglomerate and overlying red-beds in the Minl-aton No. 1 bore lOaily, L957).
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Edithburgh No. 1 VüeII, drilled 24km southwest of Stansbury town-

ship (Fig. L2-2) in late L966, penetrated only 53Om of Cambrian strata.

A major unconformity separates the Early Ca¡nbrian Kulpara Limestone from

the l{idd1e Cambrian Dalrlzmple Li:nestone (Daily, 1968), indicating that the

southern portion of Yorke Peninsula was uplifted and the Cambrian carbonate

cover partty eroded during the late Early and (?)early Middle Cambrian-

Further evidence of this orogeny was obtained in L967, when the

Stansbury Town No. 1 V[elI was drilled. (Laws and Heisler, L96'7), just lkm

south of the earlíer and somewhat unsuccessful Stansbury well. The section

encountered was similar in many respects to that of Stansbury !{est No. 1

tle1l, except for an increased thickness of (?)Middle Cambrian red-beds, and

a greatly decreased thickness of Early Cambrian carbonates. The Mínlaton

Conglomerate, 27n thick rests unconformably on Kulpara Limestone, and com-

prises pebbtes and cobbles of Precarnbrian crystalline basement at the top'

and dolomite clasts at the bottom, indicating complete and progressive

stripping of the narly Cambria¡r carbonate platform cover from adjacent up-

Iifted areas.

Daily (1968) summarized the subsurface stratigraphic data of Yorke

península and concluded (p.5) that "Iate Lower Cambrian uplifts, along north-

south Iineaments, took place following the deposiÈion of the Parara Lime-

stone. This initiated erosion which continued weII ínto the Middle Cambrian

as in the Edithburgh area, but deposition recommenced earlier elsewhere...

The event is of minor significance in the Stansbury West area but assumes

major significance in the Stansbury Town and Edithburgh areas". It is this

event which gave rise to the thick clastic sequence, especially the White

Point conglomerate, on the northeast coast of Kangaroo fsland.

palaeomagnetic analysis of rock samples from the tlhite Point Con-

glomerate were published by Briden (L967). The study revealed natural rem-

nant magnetization (NRM) directions consistent with a Mesozoic or early

Tertiary age. To explain his results, Briden (L967) suggested that the NRM

in the Cambrian of Kangaroo Island was acquired during a period of slightly
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elevated rock Èemperature, possibly connected with igneous activity.

Briden (1967) postulated that an elevated geothermal gradient would have

' been associated with extrusion of the basalt which outcrops near Kingscote.

The lava flow has been dated as Middle Jurassic by Wellman (1971).

A correlation chart of Cambrian sections in the southern portion of

the Adeldide 'Geosyncline' was presented by Daily (I969b, Table I). Tn

this table Daily (f969b) applied the name Mt. McDonnell Formation to the

sequence of purple and green shales and siltstones underlying the Stokes

Bay Sandstone near Hununocky Point, on the mid north coast of Kangaroo fsland.

He correlated the entire Kangaroo Island north coast sequence of six forma-

tions with the Kanmantoo Group on Fleurieu Peninsula, and with a thin se-

quence of conglomerates (the Mintaton Conglomerate) and red-beds in the sub-

surface on Yorke Peninsula. The basal unit of the Kanmantoo Group (ttre

Carrickalinga Head Formation) was correlated on tithological grounds with

the Mt. McDonnell Formation on the north coast of Kangaroo Island. As

Daily (I969b, p.52) stated "according to this interpretation the Kanmantoo

Group is equated lithologicatly with the Kangaroo Island sequence of Lower

Cambrian age and hence is older than the Middle Cambrian Ramsay Limestone

of yorke peninsula. The beqinning of Kanma¡rtoo Group sedimentatíon appears

to have resulted from widespread movements throughout the region of deposi-

tion which allowed a rapid influx of clastics. These Lo\¡Ier Cambrian move-

ments, herein termed the Kangarooian Movements (cf. Kangaroo Island Orogeny

of Daily, 1956), are particularly evident in both the Kangaroo Island' and

yorke peninsufa regions where vertical uplifts along faults gave rise to

impressive conglomerates" .

The Handbook of South Austrafian Geology (Parkin, 1969) presented

tittle new data on the Cambrian sequence of northeast Kangaroo Island, and

in some respects (eS. the correlation chart-Fig. 33) \¡/as, at that stage,

already out of date. Thomson (f969b) introduced the terms "Waitpingan

Subsidence" and Cassinian Uplift" to describe the late Early Cambrian

orogeny in the southern part of the Adelaide 'Geosyncline'. Hov/ever, Daily
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had already Èermed the orogeny the "Kangaroo Island Orogeny" (Daily, 1956) ,

and had subsequently modified the name to the "Kangarooian Movements"

(Dai1y and Forbes, L969). Thomson (f969b, Fig. 42) also presented a palaeo-

geographic map of Early Cambrian sedimentation in the southern portion of

the Adelaide 'Geosyncline'. The contour lines, representing original deposi-

tional thicknesses for the Ear1y Cambrian. are almost purely speculative for

Kangaroo fsland, and thus the diagram is misleading and probably quite in-

accurate.

Considerable thinning of the Ear1y Cambrian sequence to the west of

Kangaroo Island has been inferred by Thomson (I969b, Fig. 42) and more re-

cently by Flint (1978, Fig. L7). However Smith and Kamerling (1969), using

refraction seismic and other data in connection with petroleum exploration,

considered that the Duntroon Basin, which lies to the west of Kangaroo

Island, is floored by an appreciable thickness of Kanmantoo Group metasedi-

ments and associated granite. Thus, there is no evidence supportinq a land

mass to the west of Kangaroo Tsland in the Early Cambrian. Thomson (I97O,

p.2O7) stated thaÈ t]le Torrens Lineament, corresponding to the eastern edge

of the Gawler Block, is "truncated in the south by the Cygnet Fault".

However, there is little evidence for this interpretation, as the Early

Cambrian sediments of the Adelaide 'Geosyncline' continue in an unbroken

trend from approximately north-south on Fleurieu Peninsula, turning east-

west across Kanga-roo Island, and continuing to the northwest beneath the

Duntroon Basin (Smith and Kanerting, L969I. Daily et aI. (1973, P.63) inter-

preted this trend as comprising but a small portion of the Cambrian sedi-

ments originally circumscribing Èhe Gawler Block, with the "southern section

of the arc owing iÈs shape to compression against the virtually unyielding

Gawler Block the margin of which, bounded by the Torrens Lineament, is

curved in the same sense".

Results of a detailed study of the Karunantoo Group were published at

about this period of time by Daily and Milnes (1971-, L972a, L972b, 1973).

These authors subdivided the Carrickalinga Head Formation on southern
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Fleurieu Peninsula into three members known as the Madigan Inlet Member

(basal unit), the Blowhole Creek Siltstone Member, and the Campana Creek

Member (upper uniÈ). They sÈated (oaity and Milnes, L97I, p.2O4) that

"the Carrickalinga Head Formation and the Mount McDonnell Formation (Dai1y,

1969) are synonymous, the t\nlo uppermost members of the former being the

metamorphic counterparts of the shales, silts and, minor coarser clastics

found below the Stokes Bay Sandstone along the north coast of Kangaroo

fsland". Thus, they discarded "Mount McDonnell Formation" as a strati-

graphic name, and ca1led the basal formation of the Kangaroo fsland north-

east coast sequence the "Carrickalinga Head Formation", thus firmly esta-

blishing a correlation between Kangaroo Island and Fleurieu Peninsul-a.

The role of the Kangarooian Movements in Karunantoo Group sedimenta-

tion was discussed by Daily and Milnes (1971, p.2O9¡ L972b, p.232-234) , who

emphasised the sporadic nature of the tectonism, which delivered immature

shales, silts, sands, and gravels into the basin of deposition. They dis-

cerned (Daily and Milnes, L972a) a decrease in pebble size from west to

east in the Inman Hill Subgroup, and noted an abundance of current features

indicating flow from northwest to southeast in the Brown HiIl Subgroup,

thus providing further evidence of uplift and erosion of a land mass to

the north of Kangaroo tsland in the late Early to early Middle Cambrian.

Erosion of the uplifted area produced an unconformity, commonly

overlain by the Minlaton Conglomerate. Stuart and von Sanden (L972) re-

ported that the unconformity surface was recognisable on seismic reflection

records obtained from the southern portion of GuIf St. Vincent, as far east

as the Eden-Burnside Fault Zone (Stuart and von Sanden, 1972, Fig. 5).

They also provided a detailed discussion of Late Precambrian-Cambrian tec-

tonism in the southern portion of the Adelaide 'Geosyncline'. Fig. 8b of

Stuart and von Sanden (1972) is considered to be an accurate portrail of

the late Early Cambrian palaeogeography of the region.

A correlation chart for the Cambrian of the edelaide 'Geosyncline'
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and Stuart Shelf was presented by Daily (L976, Fig. 8). In this chart

(FiS, t-3), Daily has clearly illustrated the nature of the late Early

Cambrian uplift of Yorke Peninsula, with uplift and erosion in the south-

east being much more severe than further north and northwest. Daily et aI.

(1976, p.17) further suggested Èhat areas lying to the west and southwest

of Kangaroo Island may have been uplifted. and eroded, however there is little

evidence at present to supporÈ this view.

A major discussion of the geology of the Cambrian of the northeast

coast of Kangaroo Island was produced by Daily (1977), for a Geological

Society of Australia (S. Aust. Branch) fietd conference to Kangaroo Is1and

in October of L917. New data included the discovery of trilobite fragments

in the Carrickalinga Head Formation at Hurunocky Point, and a much more de-

tailed discussion of the lithologies, sedimentary structures and palaeo-

currents of the sequence than previously availa-ble. Daily's (1977) report

remains the most up-to-date and comprehensive study of the Kangaroo Is1and

northeast coast Cambrian stratigraphy to date. Daily et aI. (in press)

has recently prepared a summary of this data for publication in "The Natr¡ra1

History of Kangaroo Island".
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STRAT]GRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

OF THE CARRICKALINGA HEAD FORMATION
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THE STRATTGRAPHY OF THE CARRI CKALINGA HEAD FORMATTON

Nomenclature

BedSno\^rassignedtothisformationareshownontheKlNGScoTE

It253,4OO map sheet (sprigg et al. , Lg54) as belonging to the Late Pre-

cambrian Adelaide system. However, abundant arthropod tracks and strongly

bioturbated horizons (Campana, I958a) throughout the sequence' and the

presence of Redrichia in the upper part of the formation (Dairy, L977) prove

a]1 Early Cambrian age. The base is nowhere exposed along the northeast

coast of Kangaroo Island, however 52Om of stratigraphic section were meas-

ured in the carrickalinga Head Formation below the stokes Bay sandstone

near Hunmocky point (ptates 130 and I31) (Figure 13-1, rear pocket) '

The sequence \¡ras originally named the "Mt. McDonneII Formation" by

Daily (1969b, Tal¡le 1). However, Daíly and Milnes (1971) recognísed a

marked lithologicat similarity between the sequence below the stokes Bay

SandstoneonKangaroolslandandtheuppermosttwomembersofthe

carrickalinga Head Formation in the type section of the Kanmantoo Group on

southern Fleurieu Peninsula. Thus, they discarded the term "Mt' McDonnell

Formation" as a stratigraphic name, applying the term "Carrickalinga Head

Formation" to both the metamorphosed Sequence on Fleurieu Peninsula and

its retatively unmetamorphosed counterpart on the northeast coast of

Kangaroo Island-

Introduction

The carrickalinga Head Formation is the otdest camlcrian formation

exposed on ttre northeast coast of'Kangaroo Island' (tab1e I3-I) ' Outcrop

of the formation in the vicinity of Hummocky Point and ]ocation of the

measured sÈratigraphic section are shown in Figure L3-2. Thickness of the

exposed carrickalinga Head Formation at this locality is 52om' The base

is nowhere exposed. The lower I4Om near Hummocky Point comprise a fine,

silty seçpence (Plate 130) correlated with the Blowho1e Creek Siltstone

Member (oaity and Milnes. 197I) on southern Fleurieu Peninsula. The upper
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380m are sandier (Plate 131) and are correlated with the Campana Creek

Member (Daily and Milnes, L97:-) " Trough cross stratified and convolute

bedded sandstone units aÏe conmon in the uppermost lOOm of the formation'

and indicate a gradual transition into the conforma-bly overlying Stokes Bay

sandstone (Plate L32) -

Palaeontology

Burrow.s, trilobite tracks and molluscan trails are abundant through-

out tïre sequence. The only body fossils located to date are fragments of

Redlichia wtr,ich occur in a thin. yellowish brown calcareous sandstone

interbed in the campana creek Member at Hummocky Point (234m in the measured

section - Fig. I3-1, rear pocket). The trilobite fragrments were originally

reporÈed by DailY (L977, P-7).

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE CARRICKALINGA HEAD FORMATTON

Fac ies Analysis

Tntroduction

The carrickalinga Head Formation comprises dominantly greyish green

shale, siltstone and fine sandstone, with minor interbeds of red-brown to

greyr medium-grained arkosic sandstone. The fine-grained part of the se-

quence is characterised by a very well-developed facies spectrum' From

mud-rich to sand-rich, the spectrum comprises evenly laminated shale (in

some cases streaked with silt and sand), through renticular bedded, linsen

bedded and. flaser bedded units, into continuously rippled siltstone and' fine

sandstone. Ttre lower member (the Blowhole Siltstone Member equivalent) is

characterised by the muddier facies, whereas the upper member (the Campana

Creek Member equivalent) is characterised by the sandier components' In

addiÈion, the canpana creek Member equivalent contains minor interbeds of

red-brown arkose, which are typically trough cross-stratifiedrwith minor

ripplelamination,planarlamination,andconvolutebedding.
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Shale and, Sand -Streaked Shale

Parallel laminated greyish green shale and fine siltstone, commonly

with mm-cm thick coarse siltstone and fine sandstone intercalations '

characterises the Blowhole creek Member eguivalent, and occurs sporadically

in the Campana Creek Member equivalent (upper and lower portions of Plate

I33) . The sand-streaked shale is bioturbated, and contain minor arthropod

tracks. common sand-infilled retrusive burrows indicate rapid sedimenta-

tion(Plates134andI35).ThisfaciesisinÈerpretedashavingformedin

averylowenergysubtidalenvironment,principallybysuspensionsettling.

coarse silt and fine sand intercarations and rare graded bedding represent

short periods of higher energy deposition, probalcly related to suspension

settling of coarser material during periods of storm activity (Reineck and

Singh, L972).

Lenticul ar Beddinq

A gradation occurs from the evenly laminated, sand-streaked' shale

facies into the renticurar bedded facies, which comprises isorated to weakly

connected sandstone ripples intercalated with greyish green mudstone (middle

portion of Plate I33). The rippled sand.stone lenses, commonly referred to

as ,starved rippled' , indicate minor wave and current activity in a pre-

dominantly low energy environment. lvorm burrows are coÍìmon (Plates 136 and

T37), and, arthropod tracks occur sporadically throughout the facies (Plate

138) . DeRaaf et aI . Ig77) have interpreted similar deposits in the Lo\^ter

carboniferous of county cork, Ireland, as due Èo thin storm sand'layers which

are affected by wave agitation related to the same storm that carried in the

sand. Ho\^Iever, the marked aslzmmetry of most of the ripple lenses and the

paucity of internally-discordant cross lamination indicate that the thín

ripple trains were formed principally by unidirectional currents rather than

resulting from wave oscillation'

Linsen Beddinc

The linsen bedded facies comprises red and greyish-green, mm-cm thick
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intercalations of shale and ripple raminated sandstone (Plate 139) ' The

thin, rippled sandstone beds contain both markedly asymmetrical ripple

Iaminae with relaÈively flat bases, and bund,led structures with trough-

shaped erosional bases. The latter structures contain minor form-discor-

dant taminae and similar structures are interpreted by DeRaaf et aI' (L977)

as wave-generated. vform burrows, arthropod tracks and molluscan trails are

abundant in this facies, which contains only rare desiccation cracks'

Exposed bedding surfaces are typically covered with ripples (Plate

r4O).However,incontrasttothesimilarlooking,linsen-beddedfacies

described by DeRaaf et aI. 1l:917), the muttitude of ripptes are predominan-

tlycurrent-formed(linguoid),wiÈhonlyrare'near-syTnmetricalhlave_

generated forms (Plate 14I). Double crested ripples (Ptate 142) indicative

of falling \¡¡ater level during deposition (Reineck and singh, L975) are rare'

current-ripple orientations are bípolar, and tJrus the total evidence suggests

deposiÈion in a moderate-energy, generally subtidal environment' where tidal

currentswererelativetystrongandwaveactionsubordinate.

FIaser ged.dinq

lrrithincreasedsandconÈent,agradationoccursfromthelinsen-

bedded facies into flaser bedded uniÈs, which comprise rippled sandstone

withonlyminorredandgreenshaledrapes(ReineckandÍ'Iunderlich'1968)'

worm burrows and trilobite tracks are common, however desiccation cracks

are very rare. fnternally, the facies comprises both the wave-knit' form-

discordant, bundled structures interpreted by DeRaaf e! al' (1977) as \^Iave-

generated,and,stronglyaslmmetricalripplelaminae,interpretedascurrent-

formed. Bedding surfaces contain both wave a¡d current ripples, although

the latter are much more abundant. The facies is interpreted as a predomi-

nantly subtidat deposit, formed by tidal current activity on a shallow

marine shelf where structures courd be partry modified by wave oscilration'

ContinuouslY Ied Sandstone

continuously rippled sandstone, devoid of mudstone flasers and shaly

interbeds, forms a minor part of the carrickatinga Head Formation' and
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unlike the facíes described above, is restricted entirely to the upper

member of the formation of Kangaroo Island. Although simí1ar to the wave-

knitted facies described by Reineck and singh (1975) and DeRaaf et aI' (1977),

the a-bundance of 'rib and furrow' structures on bedding surfaces indicates

deposition predominantly under Èhe influence of currents. fn cross-section'

intersecting trough-shaped bundles of ripple-lamination are apparent

(plaÈe L42). However rather than being attributed entirely to wave action'

the ripple lamination is partly interpreted as nu cross-stratification

(Allen, 1963), formed by the migration of current ripples with highly sinu-

ous crestti-nes. V,Iorm burrows occur sporadicatly in the facies, which is

interpreted as a moderate-energy, shallow water, subtidal deposit'

tified, Horizontall y Laminated and Contorted Red-BrownCross-stra
Arkosic Sandstones

These facies are described together, because they constitute only a

minor part of the carrickalinga Head Formation on Kangaroo Isl-and, and are

restricted almost entirely to the upper member of the formation' The most

coilmon facies is trough cross-stratified' medium-grained sandstone, with

multiplyintersectingtroughsoccurringinsetsupto6minthickness

(Plates I44 and I45). Rarely linguoid ripples are preserved on the upper

surface of the units, indicating a graduat reduction in the energy of deposi-

tion. Minor assocíated facies are horizontally laminated sandstone commonly

with current lineation, and convotute bedded' sandstone' The red-brown

arkosic sandstones are interpreted as relativery high energy, subtidal de-

posits, formed by the migration of sandy shoals under the influence of tides

and possibly waves. Many of the cross-bedded sandstones are rich in car-

bonate ooliths and, peloid.s (ptate 146). Similar deposits have been described

in the modern environment by Curray (1960) ' Emery (1966) , Uchupi (1968) '

stride (1963) a¡rd Belderson and stride (1966). Convolute bedded sandstones

are characterized by approximate subvertical symmetry of the slumps' which

are attributed to dewatering of loose-packed sediment (Allen and Banks ' L972¡
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Brenchley and Newall, 1977) '

Facies Associations a¡rd tfieir Interpretation

coarsening-upward (cu), fining-upward (FU), and coarsening then

fining-up\^rard (CUFU) sequences, as described by DeRaaf et aI' (1977) are

all present in the carrickalinga Head Formation. cu sequences average

about IOm in thickness, however considerable variation occurs about this

mean. The cu sequences vary from shale or linsen bedded shaly sandstone,

through flaser bedding, ínto Iarge scale cross-stratified or ripple lami-

nated sandstone. FU sequences are generally thinner (average 5-7m), but

otherwise are the reverse of the cu sequences described above' cuFU sequen-

ces are most a_l¡undant, and this feature further emphasises the paucity of

distinctive basal surfaces in the sequence. Instead, the sequence com-

prises an allernation of coarse a¡rd fine elements, in which the fine ele-

ments predominate.

The carrickalinga Head Formation is interpreted as representing

the migration of sandy shoals in a shallow subtidal environment' The shoals

develop in the highest energy environments, where tidal and minor wave energy

\¡las most concentraÈed. Flaser bedded and linsen bedded units were deposited

on adjacent, Iower energy parts of the Èidal flat. sand-streaked shales

represent the lowest energy deposits, and accumulated in a protected, low

energy, probably deeper water, subtidal environment. Large-scale alterna-

tions of coarse and fine elements in the sequence are interpreted as resul-

ting from minor transgressions and regressions' In ad'd'ition, some alterna-

tions may be due to the lateral migration of the sandy shoals in the shallow

marine environment.

Palaeocurrent Anal

palaeocurrent data for the Carrickatinga Head Formation is pre-

sented in Figure 13-3. Current ripples and trougÏl cross-stratification

orientations are bipolar, VINViI-ESE. Current lineations have similar orien-

tations, \^rith current cïescents indicating upper regime flow from vÙNVl to
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ESE. By analogy with Èhe upper part of the Kangaroo Island northeast coast

Carnbrian sequence (Chapter 16) and on the basis of the abundant tidal in-

fluence in the Carrickalinga Head Formation (reflected in the type of

bedding structures and the bipolar palaeocurrent orientations), the sequence

is interpreted. as having been formed by tidal currents which flowed sub-

parallel to a !VNV{ - ESE striking coastline. The absence of slzmmetricaf

ripples, the paucity of wave-ripple cross lamination (as described by

Reineck and Singh, Lg'75 and DeRaaf et aI., L977), and the paucity of north-

south palaeocurrents indicates Èhat wave activity r^Ias minor.

Conclusions

The Carrickalinga Head Formation is similar to modern tidal de-

posits, as described by Reineck (1967), Reineck and Singh (1975) and

Ginsburg (1975). However, notable features of the sequence are the paucity

of well-developed tidal chalnels and the near-absence of desiccation cracks.

paucity of tidal channels has been noted by Walker and Harms (1975) as evi-

dence of 1ow palaeotidal range. The lack of desiccation cracks in most of

the sequence is considered to be the resul-t of deposition in a predominantly

subtidal envirorunent. Evans (1965) notes that in the lower, subtidal flats

of the Vrlash, England, sediment transport is by reversing longshore currents

which flow parallel to the shoreline. Thus, a close similarity is noted

between the submeïged, outer portions of the Wash, and the sequence in the

Carrickalinga Head Formation, as extr)osed of the northeast coast of Kangaroo

Island.
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THE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE STOKES BAY SANDSTONE

The stokes Bay sandstone was originally defined by sprigg et al.

(1954) and Sprigg (1955). Ho\^rever, much of the area shown of the KINGSCOTE

12253,400 map sheet (Sprigg et aI. , L954) as Stokes Bay Sandstone is of

uncertain affinity, and may belong to the sandy portions of other forma-

tions within the northeast coast Cambrian sequence'

The Stokes Bay Sandstone is dominated by trough cross stratified,

evenly bedded and slumped reddish brown arkose. Tt rests conformably on

the Carrickalinga Head Formation and is overlain conformably by the Smith

Bay Sha1e (Ta-bte I3-1). The basal contact with the Carrickalinga Head

Formation is gradational, and is clearly observed in the cliffs approxi-

mately lkm west of Hummocky Point (FiS. L3-2). The upper contact with the

Smith Bay Shale is exposed in Smith Bay and also along Freestone Creek

(Madigan, Lg28; Daily, Lg77). No stratigraphic section was measured for

the Stokes Bay Sandstone, which Daily (L977) considers may attain a thick-

ness of 7OOm. No fossils have been found in the formation to date'

ENVIRONMENTAL ANATYS TS OF THE STOKES BAY SANDSTONE

Facies Analysis

Introd,uction

The Stokes Bay Sandstone comprises approximately 70Om of red-brown,

medium-grained arkose. The sandstones are commonly trough cross-stratified,

plane laminated and convolute bedded. Ind.eed., the convolute intervals are

so common and so distinctive that they have attracted the attention of

geologists over many years (Howchin, 1898; Madigan, L928¡ Sprigg, 1955;

Daily , 1956, L977) .

Trough Cross-Stratif ied Sandstone

Medium-grained, trough cross-stratified red-brown arkose with rare

crystalline basemenÈ pebbles is the most abundant facies in the Stokes Bay

Sandstone (ptate I47). The trough cross-sets average 20-40cm in thickness

it

s'ir

ft
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an¿ I-3m in width, and are commonly arranged in cosets up to 4m in thick-

ness. They are interpreted as having resulted from the migration of dunes

(megaripples) in a moderate to high energy, shallow marine environment

(Clifton et aI., LgTIi Harms et aI., L975). Synsedimentary deformation down

the direction of cross-bedding is unconìmon, and in the absence of other

features indicative of a moderate to high palaeoslope, is attribuÈed to

current drag on the unconsolidated bed (Alten and Banks, L972) rather than

gravity slumping.

Contorted Sandstone

ContorÈed and convolute layers up to 1.5m in tfiickness, and averag-

ing about 5O-8Ocrn thick are conmon in the red-brown, medium-grained arkose

of the Stokes Bay Sandstone (Ptates I48 and L49). Folded structures gener-

ally have subvertical symmetry, suggesting that deformation took place by

predominantly vertical movement (water escape) rather than lateral dis-

placement. Contorted layers commonly continue to the limits of the outcrop

(maximum of 4Om), and are oveïfain by undeformed strata without truncation.

The common occurrence of contorted structures in the Stokes Bay

Sandstone is interpreted as largely a feature of rapid deposition of loose-

packed sand (Allen, L972). Brenchley and. Newall (L977) have noted that

the expulsion of water and the resulting deformation of the strata can be

triggered by seismic shock. Another possible trigger mechanism is fluid

pressure fluctuaÈions due to wave surge (Lowe , L975), however in the case

of the Stokes Bay Sandstone this is a less likely mechanism, considering

the considera-b1e thickness of the deformed layers-

Plane Laminated SandsÈone

pl-ane laminated, fine to medium-grained, red-brown sandstone, with

heavy mineral concentrations along ctay laninae and containing rate gran-

ules and pebbles of crystalline basement is a minor facies in the Stokes

Bay Sandstone. Primary current lineation is very common, with rare current

crescents indicating upper flow regime transport from west to east. The

i
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ì
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plane laminated sandstones occur in units up to 1.5m in thickness

(average 0.5-0.7m) and are overlain by contorted or trough cross-strati-

fied sandsÈone.

Channel Sandstone

Poorly defined scours or shallow channels' generally 5-20m in

width and 0.5-1.5m in depth, are very unconìmon in the Stokes Bay Sandstone.

The scours are infilled with poorly bedded or trough cross-stratified,

medium-grained red-brown arkose (cf. Plate 132). Basal channel-Iag con-

glomerates are absent. The paucity of channels, and their poor definition

where present is a feature of the sequence and, is further evidence of a

shallow marine origin for the sand'stone.

Facies Associations and their Interpretation

The Stokes Bay Sandstone generally comprises a random al-ternation

of cross-bedded, plane laminated and contorted medium-grained arkose. In

rare cases, a weak cyclicity is recognised where broad. shallow channels

are overlain by trough cross-stratified sandstone, in which the cross-

stratification becomes better defined and smaller scale upwards, before

passing into plane laminated, contorted, or rarely, ripple laminated sand-

stone. Such sequences are interpreted as the product of strong unid.irectio-

nal currents, and a large supply of clastic detritus, which produced minor

scouring followed by the migration of meggaripples in broad shallow channels.

plane laminated sandstones were deposiÈed by strong currents during periods

of reduced sediment supply.

Palaeocurrent Analysis

palaeocurrent data for the Stokes Bay Sandstone is presented in

Figure I4-I. Channels, trough cross-stratification, current ripples, slumps

down cross-sets and current crescents alt indicate current flow from west to

east. These observations are in agreement with data presented by Stuart and

Johnson (1970). fwo interpretations of the data are possible: either the

q

I
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palaeocurrents represent transport down a depositional slope (i'e' off-

shore transport) , or they represent longshore migration on a shall-o\^t

marine shelf.

The lack of welt-defined channels, the paucity of cycticity in the

seçßrence and the consideral¡Ie Iateral extent of beds in the Stokes Bay

Sandstone suggests that deposition took place on a gentle palaeoslope such

as a shallow marine shelf. An east-west shoreline was influential through-

out the deposition of the overlying sequence (Chapter 16), and the shore-

line was probably similarly orientated during the deposition of the under-

Iyíng Carrickalinga Head Formation (Chapter 13)- Thus, it is concluded

that the Stokes Bay SandsÈone was most probably deposited on a shallo\^I

marine shetf by strong, generally unidirectional currents, flowing from

west to east parallel to the ancient shoreline.

ConcLusions

It appears Èhat the Stokes Bay Sandstone was deposited Uy strong,

unidirectional currents, flowing from west to east, parallet to the strand-

Iine. The arkosic nature and only moderate sorting and, rounding of the

sediment, coÍibined with the paucity of herringbone cross-stratification

indicates that the terrigenous detritus underwent only minor sorting and

abrasion in the marine environment, and may also indicate that sediment

supply was consid.era-lcle and deposition relatively rapid. Several models

for sediment dispersal on continental shelves have been proposed- The

model of random dispersal suggested by Swift (1970) and Swift et aI. (197I)

is obviously not applicable to the Stokes Bay Sandstone, and the wind-

drift transporÈ recognised by Sternberg and McManus (1972) is probably not

a powerful enough mechanism to produce the structures observed in the

present example. However, as noted by Pettijohn et al. (1973), tidal

currents may play a significant role in the distribution of sediment on

shallow marine shelves. They may concenÈrate sand into rwindrovrs' or

ribbons parallel to current direction, \À/ith large scale cross-stratifica-

tion generally indicating flow parallel to the strandline. For example,
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in the North Sea, sediment transport is principally by tidal currents

which parallel the shoreline and produce both sand ribbons and sand wave

systems or'shoalst (Strider 1963, L97O; Houbolt, 1968, Kenyon and Stride'

1970). On the continental shelf of southeast Africa, Flenrning (1978) has

observed large dunes migrating parallel to the shoreline in response to a

unidirectional ocean current (the Agnlhas Current). The current veloci-

ties recorded by Flemming (1978) are high enough to produce upper flow

regime plane lamination (see Harms et a1., L975, Fig. 2-5) , even at depths

in excess of 5Om.

Thus, the Stokes Bay Sandstone is interpreted as having resulÈed

from uplift and erosion of the Gawler Block (to the norÈh\^lest of Kangaroo

fsland) and dispersal of the arkosic sediment by strong unidirectional

longshore currents flowing across the shallow marine shelf which flanked

the southern margin of the Gawler Craton. Thus, the currents were either

tide-induced (as for the North Sea) or were oceanic currents, such as those

produced by the Coriolis force or by temperature,/density variations in the

ocean waters. However, there is no evidence to support a deep water

origin for the Stokes Bay Sandstone since the formation is contained in a

very thick sequence of sedjment which show abundant evidence of deposition

in a shallow water shoreline environment. Furthermore, evid.ence of strong

tidal activity is present throughout the Kangaroo fsland northeast coast

Cambrian sequence, and thus it is suggested that the Stokes Bay Sandstone

was most proba-bly deposited in moderately shallow water under the influence

of strong, tide-generated currents which swept the coastline.
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CHAPTER 15

STRATIGRAPHY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYS] S

OF THE SMITH BAY SHALE
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THE STRAT]GRÄPHY OF THE SMTTH BAY SHAIE

The Smith Bay Shale comprises a fine-grainedr 9reY, green and red,

shaly and silty sequence with minor reddish brown sandstone interbed,s and

rare carbonates. The formation was originally named and defined by Daily

(FiS. 14 in HorwiÈz and Daily, 1958), who linked a l-20m thick, fine-grained

sequence conformal¡Iy overlying the Stokes Bay Sandstone in Smith Bay and

along Freestone Creek with an 88m thick si1Èy and sandy sequence below the

White Poínt Conglomerate west of BaId Rock. These two sections are con-

sidered by taily (I976b, Fig. 8) as belonging to the same formation, af-

though no overlap has been recognised. Thus, the original stratigraphic

thickness of the Smith Bay Shale remains unknown. Stratigraphic sections

were measured in both parts of the formation, and are sulTllnarized. in Figure

I3-1 (rear pocket). fn Freestone Creek, Madigan (1928) reported arthropod

Èracks in shales, and Daily (in Parkin and Glaessner, 1958; Daily, L971)

reported Redlichia fragments in an argillaceous li:nestone which may corre-

tate with the dark grey shaly limestone in the coastal section. Trilobite

tracks and worrn burrows are common throughout the formation.

ENVTRONMENTAL ANAIYSTS OF THE SMÍTH BAY SHALE

Facies Analysis

Introductíon

The lower portion of the Smith Bay Shale rests conformably on the

Stokes Bay SandsÈone near Smith Bay. The sequence comprises approximately

120m of red, green and grey shales and siltstones, with minor red-brown

and grey sandstone interbeds. The combination of abundant desiccation

cracks and rare arthropod tracks and bioturbated intervals indicates that

the sequence is predominantly upper intertidal in origin. The upper portion

of the Smith Bay Shale, outcropping below the ïühite Point Conglomerate r^/est

of BaId Rock comprises approximately 88m of red siltstone and sandstone,

with marine trace fossils and minor desiccation cracks. Interpretation of
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this upper sequence is discussed in more general terms in Chapter 16.

Red Shale

Evenly laminated to poorly bedded red and minor greyish green shale,

containing rare arthropod tracks, occurs sporadically throughouÈ the Smith

Bay Shale at Smith Bay. It is typically d.esiccation cracked, with large,

sandstone-infil-Ied polygons up to I.5m across, opening 10cm at the top and

tapering downwards for distances of over 0.4m (Plates I50 and 15I). The

shale is interpreted as very low energy, opp"r*ost intertidal Èo supratid.al

deposits.

Sand-Streaked Shale

Evenly laminated, red and minor green shale with Èhín, evenly bedded

to weakly ripple laminated sandstone interbeds, is conrnon in the Smith Bay

Sha1e at Smith Bay. The shale is generally desiccation cracked and. contain

trilobite tracks and minor bioturbated intervals. The facies is interpreted

as due to low energy suspension settling of muds in an upper intertidat

environment, with only minor sandy incursions, probably related to storms

and unusual high tides.

Linsen Bedding

Linsen bedded units in the Smith Bay Shale are similar to those ob-

served in the Carrickalinga Head Formation and are common in the upper por-

tion of the Smith Bay Shale, near Bald Rock. They comprise red and greyish

green, mm-qm thick intercalations of shale and ripple laminated sa¡dstone.

Bedding surfaces are conmonly covered with current ripples with bipolar

palaeocurrents. However, a distinguishing feature is the abundance of desi-

ccation cracks in the l-insen beds of the Smith Bay Shale. Minor worm burrows

(Plate 152) and arthropod tracks are recorded from this facies, which is

interpreted as a moderate to low energy intertidal, tide-dominated. deposit.
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Flaser Beddinc

Fine to medium-grained sandstone, !ùith thin mudstone flasers and rare

mudstone intraclasts is a minor facíes in the Smith Bay Shale, being re-

stricted mainly to the upper parÈ of the formation near BaId Rock. The

units are generalLy 2O-4Ocm in thickness and grade upwards into linsen

bedded shaly sandstone and sand,y shale. Desiccation cracks are rare and

the facies is interpreted as a shallow subtidal to lower intertidal d.eposit,

formed during periods of moderate tidal activity.

Red-Bro\n¡n Sandstone

Red-brown, medium-grained arkosic sandstone, occurring in sets up to

7m in thickness, occurs sporadically throughout the Smith Bay Shale, espec-

ially in the upper portion, where a passage into the Vühite Point Conglom-

erate is ind,icated. The sandstone is typically horizontally laninated,

commonly with primary current lineation. Thicker units are trough cross-

stratifíed and convolute bedded (Plate f53). Current rippled intervals

are uncommon. fn rare instances, the sandstone is loaded (ptate tS¿) or

form small scours on the underlying shale. In the uppermost portion of

the Smith Bay Shale west of Bald Rock cross-bedded ool-itic grainstones are

present in the sequence (P1ate 155).

The subvertical- slznunetry of folds in the contorted sandstones indi-

cates that they formed primarily by water escape, and are not related to

gravity slumping (AIIen and Banks , L972). As for similar deposits in the

Carrickalinga Head Formation, Stokes Bay Sandstone, Vühite Point Conglomerate

and Boxing Bay Formation, the sandstones of the Smith Bay Shale are inter-

preted as shallo\^¡ marine tidal deposits. Evidence of tidal activity includes

the bipolar orientation of current ripples and current lineations, a¡d their

association with fine-grained deposits containing bipolar palaeocurrents and

wel1 developed tidal stratification. The presence of upper flow regime,

plane taminated, current lineated sandstone and the paucity of distinctive

wave-formed structures indicates that tides v/ere strong and wave activity
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subordinate. A more detailed discussion of the origin of upper flow regime

plane lamination in tidal deposits is presented in Chapter L6, and shalL

not be repeated here.

Facies Associations and their InÈerpretation

Fining-upward cycles, 0.5-I3m in thickness (average 5m) are common in

the Smith Bay Shale, partícularly at Smith Bay. The cycles have a sharp,

generally non-erosional base. A thin r:nit of plane laminated or flaser

bedded sandstone is typically overlain by linsen bedded shale/sandstone,

then sand-streaked shales, and finally laminated, Èo poorly bedded shal-es

containing abundant desiccation cracks. The. cycles are interpreted as

tidal-ites (cf. Klein, 1971) formed by progradation of the tidal flat, with

subtidal sand flats and sandy shoals overlain by lower intertidal mixed

flat sediments and finally upper intertidal mudflat deposits. New cycles

are iniÈiated by sudden basin subsidence and the desiccation cracks at the

top of the fining-upward cycles are infilled wiÈh sa¡rds of the succeeding

cycle. Klein (197I) has suggested that the thickness of the fining-upward

sequences (5m in the case of the Smith Bay Shale) is related directly to

the palaeotidal- range. However, since the thickness of the cycles must

partly be controlled by the rate of basinal subsidence during their forma-

tion, it is concluded that the 5m figure represents an absolute upper limit

Èo the palaeotidal range during the deposition of the Smith Bay Shale.

Only one other type of cycle was noted in the Smith Bay Shale. ft

comprises a coarsening-then-fining upward (Curu¡ seçlrence, with evenly ]-ami-

nated silty shale with thin sandstone interbeds at the base, which grades

upwards into red-brown plane laminated, trough cross-stratified, contorted

and rippled sandstone. The sandstones pass eventually back into sand-

streaked shales. Desiccation cracks are absent. By analogy with sjmil-ar

cycles described by DeRaaf et al. (L977), the sequence is interpreted as

the resuft of either lateral migration, or construction then destruction of

a sandy shoal or bar, in the shallow subtidal zone of a predominantly muddy

tidal flat. Random sequences in the Smith Bay Shale are conìmon and are
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interpreted as resulting from random events, such as storms, unusual high

tides, and possibly minor tectonic activity.

Palaeocurrent Analysis

Palaeocurrents for the lower part of the Smith Bay Sha1e (Smíth Bay

section) are shown in Figure I5-1. Upper Smith Bay Shale palaeocurrents

are presented in Figure 16-11. The extreme pred.ominance of current ripples

over wave-generated ripples is interpreted as the result of a combination

of strong tides and only minor wave activity. Current ripples are bipolar

east-west, with the majority of ripples indicating flow to the west. Sirni-

lar1y, current lineations are orientated east-west, with current crescents

indicating flow in both directions. By analogy with a great number of

modern tidal flats (eg. Evans, 1965; Hobday and Eriksson, 7977 ), and by

analogy with the rest of the Kangaroo fsland. northeast coast Cambrian se-

quence, the palaeocurrents are interpreted, as representing longshore Èrans-

port of sand by strong, at times reversing, tidal currents.

Conclusions

The Smith Bay Shale r¡¡as deposited in a shallow subtidal to inter-

tidal environment, subject to shore-parallel tides, but with only minor on-

shore wave acÈivity. The fine-grained, muddy facies are similar to those

described by Reineck and Wund.erlich (1968), Reineck (1961) and Reineck and

Singh (1975) and interpreted by these workers as tidal deposits. Red-brown

arkosic sandstone interbeds also contain many features typical of shallow

marine tidalites, and in most cases their bipolar palaeocurrent distribu-

tion pattern confirms this interpretation.

The variation in sandstone content between the Smith Bay Shale and

the adjacent formations is partly relate:d to water depth, with the sand

bod.ies being confined largely to the subtidal environment. However, the

variation in sandstone content was probably largely determined by the nature

and rate of sediment supply. Thus, the Smith Bay Shale represents a brief

period. of relatively stalcle conditions following the rapid deposition of
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the Stokes Bay Sandstone, and preceding the main sequence of uplifts which

produced the overlying Vùhite Point Conglomerate.
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CHAPTER 16

STRATIGRÂPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS

OF THE UPPER SMITH BAY STTALE, lfHlTE POÏNT CONGLOMERATE,

EMU BAY SITALE, A}ID BOXING BAY FORMATION.

Modified from the paper titled

"TerresÈrial-marine transition in the Cambrian rocks

of Kangaroo Island, South Australia"
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INTRODUCTION

An approximately 27OOm thick succession of Early Cambrian sedimentary

rocks exposed on the north coast of Kangaroo Island, South Australia (Figs.

16-1 and L6-2) \¡¡as mapped and briefly described by Sprigg (Sprigg et aI.,

L954¡ Sprigg, 1955). Daily (1956) gave a more detailed account of the rocks

and their trilobite faunas, which were described systematically by Pocock

(Lg64, Lg67, :.g7O). The succession comprises six conforma-ble formations

(Oaity, in Glaessner & Parkin, 1958, Fig. L4), of which this chapter dis-

cusses the upper four, namely in ascending order the upper part of the Smith

Bay Sha1e, the Vühite Point Conglomerate, the Bnu Bay Shale and the Boxing

Bay Formation. The stratigraphy of the latter three formations is discussed

below, and the stratigraphy of the Smith Bay Shale is presented in Chapter 15-

The present work is based on measured sections of the four formations

which occur in virtualty conÈinuous succession between BaId Rock and The Big

Gul1y (Fig. L6-2A), and in fault-bounded sections near Cape DrEstaing

(Fis. L6-28). The Bald Rock section is nearly 1300m thick (Fis. 16-3), and

has the advantage of stratigraphic continuity through all four formations,

with minor gaps due to beach development. The Bald Rock and Cape D'Estaing

sections (Figs. 16-3 and 16-4) are regarded as lateral, essentially time-

stratigraphic equivalents, because they both contain a distinctive mottled

Iimestone unit (665m, 16Om and' 42m respectively on Figs' 16-3, 16-48 and

I6-4C), and. the same trilobite faunas in conformably overlying and under-

lying rocks.

THE STRATIGR.APHY OF THE IVHTTE POINT CONGLOMERATE

originally named the white Point Limestone by sprigg (sprigg et al.,

L954¡ Sprigg, 1955), this 6OOm thick sequence of pollzmictic conglomerates

(ptate 156) and interbedded shales (Plate 157) and sandstones (Plate 158)

was renamed the Vühite Point Conglomerate by Daily (f956), who defined a

type section in the vícinity of BaId Rock.

fn the type section (Fig. 13-1 in rear pocket, Fig. 16-3), the I¡lhite
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point Conglomerate rests conformably on rippled silty sand.stones of the

Smith Bay Shale and is overlain conforma-bty by grey shale and fine silt-

stone of the Emu Bay Shafe. The upper part of the !{hite Point Conglomerate

is also present on the east sid,e of Cape DrEstaing, adjacent to Enu Bay,

where it is overl-ain conformably by greyish green siltstones of the Enu

Bay Sha]e (FiS. 13-1 in rear pocket, Fig. 16-4). A third. outcrop of White

point Conglomerate occurs on the west side of Cape D'Estaing (Fig. 16-2).

This section is fault bounded, however it can be correlated wiÈh the two

sections discussed above on the basis of a distinctíve burrow mottled Lime-

stone unit and an adjacent trilobite fauna which occur in all- three out-

crops (Fig. 16-4).

The trilobite Balcoracania dailyi Pocock occurs ín a thin burrow-

mottted limestone and associated shales near the top of the formation

(Pocock, LgTo). The trilobites Emuella polzmera Pocock, Estaingia bilobata

pocock and Redlichia and. other fossils including tubes and opercula of

hyolithids occur in shales and siltstones in the v'Ihite Point Conglomerate

west of Cape D'Estaing (Pocock, L964, 1967; Daily, 1977). Arthropod' tracks,

\^/orm burrows and minor molluscan trails occur in fine-grained intervals

throughout the formation.

THE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE EMU BAY SHALE

The Emu Bay Sha1e was d'efined by Sprigg (Sprigg et al. , L954; Sprigg,

1955). The stratotype is located on a wave-cut platform between Cape

D'Estaing and Emu Bay, west of the Hnu Bay Jetty (Fig- L6-2A) -

The ¡¡nu Bay shale comprises a dominantly fine-grained, shaly and

silty sequence (plate 159), with minor interbeds of sand.stone and conglom-

erate up to Im in thickness. In both sections, the sequence generally

coarsens upr/üards, with evenly laminaÈed grey to black shale near the base,

giving way to grey-green and. red, flaser bedded, linsen bedded, contin-

uously rippled and minor planar laminated siltstone in the upper portion.

Red-brown to grey, medium-grained, arkosic sandstone interbeds are typi-
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cally trough cross-bedded, occurring in sets of multiple intersectinq

troughs up to lm in thickness. Granule to cobble conglomerate beds are

rare, and, were not noted in the type section' The conglomeTates are

Ienticular, and some have markedly channeled bases (Ptate 160). The finer,

granule conglomerates are internally trough cross-stratified.

tn the type section (Fis. L6-4), the basal 2om of dark grey shale

and siltstone are slightly calcareous and contain the trilobites Estainqia

bilobata Pocock, Redlichia Ernuella dalgarnoi Pocock and a species of

Hvolithes (pocock, L964, LTTO; Daily, L977). The interval is infrequently

bioturbated. The overlying silty sequence is also biotr.rrbated and arthro-

pod tracks are abundant (Plate 161). fnterference ripples were noted in

the siltstones in several outcrops-

In The Big Gully section (Fig. 16-3), the basal l2m of the Emu Bay

Shale comprise grey-black to black shale and fine siltstone. This unit con-

tains, in addition to the fauna cited above, phyllocarids and other crusta-

ceans and annelids. According to Daily (L977, P.10), "the excellent pre-

Servation and articulated nature of most of the fossils is indicative of a

strongly reducing bottom environment (stagnant) generally free of current

activity,'. Complete specimens of Redlichia up to 35crn in length occur at

this locality. The black shales are devoid of arthropod tracks, and are

only sparsely burrowed. Howeveï, the overlying sequence conÈains abundant

burrows ard trilobite tracks, in association with red and red-brown, ripple-

laminated and desiccation cracked siltstone.

TTIE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE BOXTNG BAY FORMATION

Strata nohT comprising part of the Boxing Bay Formation were originally

termed ',pt. Marsden series" by Madigan (1928) and the "Pt. Marsden conglo-

merates" by Sprigg et aI. (1954). However, since the conglomeratic outcrops

on Point Marsd.en are isolated from the rest of the sequence by a long

stretch of beach devoid of outcrop (r'iS. L6-28), Daily C1956) abandoned

this nomenclature and named the sequence overlying the Bnu Bay Shale between

it
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Big GuIIy and lvhite Point the "Boxing Bay Formation". The 350m thick

sequence of sandstones and conglomerates on PÈ. Marsden are considered

by Daily (1956, 1977) to represent either an upward continuation of the

Boxing Bay Formation or. less likely, a faulted repetition of that forma-

tion. Recently, Daily et al. (in press) attributed a fauLt bounded sec-

tion of sandstone, shale and interbedded conglomerate on the tip of Cape

D'Estaing to the Boxing Bay Formation on lithological, sedimentological

and structural grounds. The sequence had formerly been considered as part

of the Vlhite Point Conglomerate.

Outcrops of the Boxing Bay Formation in the type section, aÈ Pt.

Marsden and in the vicinity of Cape D'Estaing are shov/n in Figure 16-2.

Stratigraphic sections \¡rere measured for aII these outcrops with the excep-

tion of the Point Marsden beds. The Point Marsden stratigraphy is compli-

cated by severat small beach-covered, intervals and by several faults of

unknown displacement.

In the type section, the Boxing Bay Formation comprises 500m of

reddish brown sandstone (Plate L62), with common shale, siltstone and thin,

IenÈicular conglomerate interbeds (Plate 163) (Fig. 16-3). The sequence

rests conforma-bly on the Emu Bay Shale. The contact cal be seen near

The eig Gully and also about I00m west of the Emu Bay Jetty, where the base

of the Boxing Bay Formation is defined as the first major red-brown sand.-

stone interval (Fig. L6-4). The top of the Boxing Bay Formation is nowhere

exposed, and thus the total stratigraphic thickness of this formation re-

mains unknown. Daily (1977, p.11) reported that "beds younger than the

Boxing Bay Formation" are unknown along the north coast of Kangaroo Island".

Hor^rever, a fault bounded outcrop of conglomerate adjacent to Bald Rock, to

the west of the Smith Bay Shale outcrop, contains clasts of Kanmantoo Group

metasandstone and metasiltstone, and thus may be late Middle Cambrian, Late

Cambrian, or even post-Cambrian in age. Unfortunately, its relationship to

the rest of the sequence is unknown.

The type section of the Boxing Bay Formation can be divided into

I
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three units (Fig. 13-I, rear pocket), comprising a lower sand'y sequence

(with minor siltstone and rare shate), a middle mixed sequence (which con-

tains most of the shale and conglomeÏate beds) and an upper sandstone se-

quence (devoid of shaly or conglomeratic intervals). The fault bounded

section of Èhe Boxing Bay Formation on Cape D'Estaing is consideralcly more

conglomeratic than any of these three members, however it is best related

on lithological grounds to the middle mixed member of the type Boxing Bay

Formation. The point Marsden outcrops are somevlhat different again, with

their prominent channels, well-developed cross-stratification and abundance

of coarse 9rey, calcareous sandstones associated with the conglomerates

(plate L64). On this basis, the author supports Daily's (1956, L977) view

that these beds probably represent an upward continuaÈion of the type

Boxing Bay Formation. No body fossils have been found' in the formation

to date, although shaly intervals commonly contain arthropod tracks and

wol:tn burrows (including Skolithos). Molluscan trails are rare-

ENVIRONMENTA], ANALYS TS OF THE UPPER SMITH BAY STALE

!{HITE POINT CONGLOMERATE , EMU BAY SHAIE AND BOXING BAY FORMATTON.

Facies Associations

Three clastic facies associations and a minor limestone facies asso-

ciation have been recognised in the four formations under discussion'

Variation in the proportions of the clastic associations is the main basis

for distinguishing between the formations'

Conqlomerate Facies Association

The conglomerate facies association is restricted almost entirely to

the Vühite Point Conglomerate and the Boxing Bay Formation (Figs' 16-3 to

f6-6) and comprises two facies defined on the basis of grain size and'

structure. The predominant facies is horizontally bedded cobble to boulder

conglomerate (plate 165), while trough cross-stratified (Plate 166) and

plane sÈratified fine conglomerate to coarse sand.stone ís less abund'ant.
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These facies are interbedded, and show strong petrographic affinity- For

example, the Vfhite Point conglomerates contain al:undant carbonaÈe clasts,

which are also present in their associated sandstones, but in reduced

amounts. In contrast, the Boxing Bay Formation conglomerates are charac-

terised by a greater proportion of gneissic and granitic clasts, while

their associated sandstones are generally richer in feldspar' mica and

quartz (Fig. L6-7A and Appendix D).

A. Clasts in the coarse conglomerate facies are pred.ominantly sub-

rounded Èo suJrangular (Plate L67), as determined by visual comparison

(powers, 1953) . Maximum particle size is commonly 50cm in the V'Ihite Point

Conglomerate although clasts up to lm are pïesent and reach a maximum dia-

meter of l.5m at BaId Rock. Maxjmum clast size in the Boxing Bay Formation

conglomerates is commonly l0-20crn, but reaches 50crn'

Most of the coarse conglomerates are framework-supported, but some

are characterised by matrix-support. Clast orientation \¡/as measured for

conglomerates in which clasts stood out from the matrix, and showed that

some units, principally those that are matrix-supported have poorly defined

clast orientation, with weal< concentrations of ab dips around 70o (Fig.

16-g8, C). Most however, are clast-supported and imbricate' with dips of

the ab plane at angles of 1O-40o, ald a axes sub-para1lel to ab strike

(Fig. 16-8A, C). fn some cases, mostly at Cape D'Estaing, imbrication is

vísually apparent (plate 168). As discussed lated, many of the conglom-

erates are interpreted as a1luvial deposits, for which clast imbrication

is an excellent palaeoslope indicator, because the larger clasÈs imbricate

only at flood stage when flow departs little from the downslope direction

(Bluck , lg74; RusÈ, 1978). ImbricaÈion thus defines a consistent south-

ward palaeoslope for the Vlhite Point and Boxing Bay conglomerates (Fig.

16-9a, e).

Bed thickness is variable in the horizontally bedded coarse conglom-

erates, and shows a rough correlation with maximum clast size. In the

Boxing Bay Formation and in the Cape DrEstaing section of the Vlhite Point
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Conglomerate bedding is between 0.2m and 4, commonly 0.5-1m thick.

Thicker conglomerate beds (up to a-bout 10m) are present in the White Point

Conglomerate east of Hawk Nest (FiS. L6-28), where they alternate \^Iith

sequences of rel-atively thin bedded conglomerate on scale of up to 5Om

thick. Normal and reverse grading are boÈh present in the coarse conglom-

erates. In the reverse graded conglomerates, the larger clasts corunonly

extend 1-2Ocm above the upper surface of the bed. Most congl-omerate units

have parall-el bounding surfaces, but a few have channeled bases (Plate 169) ,

often irregular.

B. The fine conglomerate and coarse sandstone facies consists mainly

of trough cross-stratified units of granule/pebble conglomerate to coarse

calcareous sa¡dstone (Ptate 17O). The units comprise multiple intersectíng

sets of shallow troughs, commonly about 10cm thick. In many instances they

are interbedded with and may show lateral transition to horizontally strati-

fied coarse sandstone, \^rhich is generally too coarse to show current linea-

tion. However current lineations, where present, are generally directed

either east-west or to the south (Fig. l6-9b,f). The modal palaeocurrent

direction for the trough cross-strata in this facies is predominantly north-

ward, although other trends were measured (FiS. I6-9c,9). Current ripples

are not abundant in this facies, and have a variety of orientations

(Fig. 16-9drh). However, in the lVhite Point Conglomerate, prominent modes

to the south and. west are present (Fig. 16-9d).

Sandstone Facies Association

The sandstone facies association is present in all four formations,

but is most abundant in the Boxing Bay Formation, followed by the White

Point Conglomerate. It mostly comprises reddish brown, moderately weII

sorted, fine- to medium-grained feldspathic sandstones. Petrographically

Èhey differ from the sandstones of the conglomerate association in having

much higher feldspar and mica contents, whereas carbonate clasts are vir-

tually absent. These characteristics distinguish them readily from the
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coarse grey cal-careous sand,stones associated with the V'Ihite Point conglom-

erates, although distinction is more difficul-t in the Boxing Bay Formation.

A. The most abundant facies is fine to medium-grained, trough cross-

stratified sandstone (Plates 17t and 172) with scattered siltstone or mud-

stone intraclasts. The trough sets are low-angled, averaqe 50-10cm in

thickness, and are arranged in cosets conunonly l-3m thick, which in many

cases show upward decrease in set thickness. Palaeocurrent d,irections

tend to be bipolaï: approximately east-west for the V'Ihite Point Conglom-

erate and Boxing Bay Formation, although some northwesterly trends were

noted (Fig. t6-I0arb,c). Contorted, Iayers are relatively conünon (Plates

I73 and I7A), and mostly comprise folded structures up to I.5m in ampli-

tude with subvertical symmetry. This suggests that deformation took place

by predominantly vertical movement (probably related to liquefaction and

water escape) rather than by lateral displacement. Contorted layers

commonly continue to the limits of outcrop (maximum of 35m), and are over-

lain by undeformed. strata without truncation.

B. Plane laminated sandstone with heavy mineral concentrations along

laminae is a l-ess abundant facies. It is fine- to medium-grained and

moderaÈel-y well sorted, except for occasional- gneissic or granitic pebbles.

primary current lineation is common, and has a predominantly east-\^/est

orientation in the Smith Bay Shale, White Point Conglomerate and Boxing Bay

Formations (Iti9. 16-IOd,e,f). Plane laminated sandstone (Plate 175) is

commonly interbedded with cross-stratified sandstone or units of the con-

glomerate facies association. Units vary in Èhickness from approximately

l-Ocm to I.5m.

C. Ripple laminated sandstone (Plate 176) is a very minor facies

within the sandstone facies association. It is fine- to medium-grained,

and generally overlies or is interbedded with plane laminated and trough

cross-stratified sandstone. Ripple l-aminated intervals are rarely greater

than 2Ocm in thickness. Ripples are typically linguoid in form, with

average crest spacing of l2cm and ripple height of approximately 3cm.
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Ripple orientations are bipolar east-west (Fig. 16-109,hri).

Fine-grained Facies Association

This association comprises a spectnrm of interbedd,ed sil-tstone, mud-

stone and minor sandstone ranging from continuously rippled very fine

sandstone with rare, thin, current lineated intervals, through flaser

bedding. v/avy bedding, Ienticular bedding to evenly Laminated shale and

massive mudstone (Reineck a¡d Vlunderlich , L968; Reineck and Singh, 1975,

FiS. L64). The association is most a-bundant in the Emu Bay and Smith Bay

Shal-es, but it is al-so present in the blhite Point Conglomerate and Boxing

Bay Formation. The l-atter two formations contain a greater proportion of

the sandier members of the facies spectrum, whereas the Enu Bay and. Smith

Bay Shales are characterised by its muddier constituents. For the sake of

simplicity, the spectrum is divided arbitraríIy into three facies, one

with sand.y layers, the others in which sandstones are rare.

A. Rippled sandstone. commonly associated with mud.stone flasers, is

the predominant facies of the fine-grained association; it is present in

aI1 four formations, but particularly characterises the Smith Bay Shale

and the upper part of the Enu Bay Shale. It consists of red to greenish-

grey wavy and lenticufar beds (Plate 177) with minor simple flaser bedding

and rare, continuously rippled (Plate 178) and. plane laminated sandstones.

The ripples conmonly have amplitudes of 1-2cm and includ.e high1y asymmetri-

cal, symmetrical (Plate I79) and interference forms, with crest lines

varying from straight to highly sinuous (Iinguoid). Vertically adjacent

rippled sets with opposed dips are common; double-crested ripples (Reineck

and Singh, 1975, p.368) are present, but not abundant. The palaeocurrent

directions indicated by ripples and current lineations are mainly bipolar

and are essentially the same for all four formations: east-\^/est, with

minor variations (Fig. 16-11). North-south current lineations in the Emu

Bay Shale (Fig. 16-1Ic) were collected over a very smal1 stratigraphic

interval in one area only, and thus may not be representative of the forma-

tion as a whol-e.
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Shrinkage cracks are common in the mudstones of this facies and in

many cases are associated with trilobite tracks (Plate 180), horizontal

and subvertical burrows and mol,luscan trails (Pl-ate L79). The cracks are

mainly of regular, random, nonorthogonal type (Kahle and Floyd' L97L,

Fig. '78) , a form characteristically developed during subaerial desiccation.

plate I8L illustrates a large downward-tapering desiccation crack in mud.-

stone filled by gravels.

B. The laminated to massive mudrock facies makes up a minor part of

the succession, occurring in the middle of the Boxing Bay FormaÈion and in

the upper part of the V'Ihite Point Conglomerate. It comprises grey-green

and red, evenly laminated shale and massive mudstone, conunonly with abundant

desiccation cracks. Trilobite tracks are fairly conmon, whereas burrows and

moll-uscan trail-s are rare. Pocock (1970) described the trílobites Emuella

and Balcoracania from shales in the Vühite Point Conglomerate. The same beds

also con tain the trilobites Redlichia and Estangia.

C. Dark grey to black shale is a distincÈive minor facies, restricted

to the Emu Bay a¡rd Smith Bay Shales, and transiÈional vertically to the

other fine-grained facies described above. The shale is partly calcareous,

with rare streaks of siltstone or fine sandstone, and contains sparse

burrows but lacks desiccation cracks. In the lower part of the Emu Bay

Shale near BaId Rock the facies is black and pyritic; bioturbated intervals

are rare, but a well preserved itinerant marine fauna, dominated by the

articulated remains of the trilobites Redlichia and Estaingia bilobata, is

present.

Limestone Facies Association

A. A grey mottled argillaceous limestone (Plate 182) averaging 3m in

thickness is a significant stratigraphic marker within the V'lhite Point Con-

glomerate, in the Cape D'Estaing section (165m, Fig" 16-4C), Big Gu11y

section (665m, Fig. 16-3) and between Cape DrEstaing and Emu Bay Jetty

(45m, Fig. 16-48). The mottles, due to bioturbation, are outlined by

argillaceous sediment. It is underlain by fossiliferous grey-green cal-
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careous shales, and. overlain by laminated or flaser-bedded sandstones

of the fine-grained, facies association.

B. A cross-stratified ooid grainstone unit (P1ate I54) about I.5m

thick is present in the Smith Bay Shale at TOrn in the BaId Rock Section

(Fig. 16-3), while scattered carbonate ooids occur in silicl-astic cross-

stratal sets within the succeeding IOOrn of section.

Reconstruction of Palaeoenvironments

Introduction

The combination of trilobite tracks and desiccation cracks in the

fine-grained facies association in all four formaÈions indicates re-

currence throughout this dominantl-y shallow marine succession of upper

intertidal conditions. The facies of this association resemble modern

and ancient tidal deposits (Reineck and Singh, L975; Ginsburgh, 1975) wiÈh

evidence for both current and limited wave activity.

The presence of extrabasinal conglomerates in a tidal succession points

to a nearby high-relief source of terrestrial- detritus. Two alÈernative

mod.es of deposition are as beach gravels eroded from cliffs by high-energy

waves, or as alluvium transported a short distance to the coast. As dis-

cussed. below, the second hypothesis is favoured because of abundant alluvial

features and the absence of high-energy beach deposits.

Cong lomerate Facies Association

The coarse conglomerates of the Vühite Point Conglomerate and Boxing

Bay Formation are unlike beach deposits. Beach gravels are typically well

sorted and round.ed, with an imbricate fabric of ab planes dipping seal¡¡ard

at low angles (Cailleux , L945). Wave-worked pebbles tend to be better

segregated into discrete beds of greater lateral extent than those deposited

by a1luvial processes (Clifton, L973). Most of the V'lhite Point and Boxing

Bay Conglomerate beds grade vertically into sandstone, or show vertical and

lateral variation in degree of matrix support; in other words they show

poor bedding segregation. The imbricate conglomerates have a mean ab dip

of. 24o, which is consistent with atluvial transport (nust , Lg75), but is
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sígnificantly higher than the 12o mean imbrication angles observed in

beach gravels by Cäilleux (1945). As discussed previously, the regional

geology points to a northern source, which is consistent with fabric de-

velopment by alluvial transport, whereas the same imbrication formed on a

beach would indicaÈe land to the south. More importantly, the subrounded'

to subangular shape of the limestone megaclasts in the V{hite Point conglom-

erates mitigaÈes against a beach environment and. indicates short afluvial

transport together with minj:nal re\n/orking in the tidal-flat environment.

Many other features of the Boxing Bay and V,Ihite Point conglomerates

are compatible with alluvial transport. Some of the conglomerates are

matrix-supported, and. have a poorly defined clast orientation, with high

dips of ab planes (FiS. I6-8B,C). These units conunonly show reverse grading,

with some of the larger clasts extendíng above the general surface of the

bed. plate I83 shows a conglomerate unit in the Boxing Bay Formation which

has a dispersed fabric (Fig. 16-88), grades inversely up to a boulder layer

along the convex upper surface, and shows a-brupt lateral Èermination.

Stratification in the overlying sandstone overlaps the conglomerate unit

and is parallel to its base. The conglomerate unit is interpreted as the

edge of a debris flow lobe, similar in form to that illustrated by Curry

(1966, plate I). This was the only observed example with preserved surface

relief, and to the best of our knowledge no other cases have been reported

from ancient rocks interpreted as debris flow deposits. Ho\^Iever, other

characteristics of this unit, namely matrix support, inverse grading and

poorly d.efined, subvertical megaclast fabric are more conunon in this and

other ancient successions, and are equally indicative of debris flow deposi-

tion (Johnson, LITO; Fisher, L97L; Enos, 1977). The interbedding of d'ebris

ftow layers with imbricate stream flow gravels is Èypical of alluvial fans

(Bull, L972¡ Rust, 1978). The conglomerate facies association is therefore

ascribed, to progradation of alluvial outwash, including in part alluvia1

fans, across the tidal flats.

The widespread occurrence of conglomerate outcrops normal to the
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palaeoslope along the north-east coast of the island suggests that al-Iuvial

fans formed a latera1ly coalescing complex between a mountain front and' the

sea. A similar modern environment in the GuIf of California was described

by Walker (1967) and Meckel (1975); alluvial fans also reach the coast of

the Gulf of EIat, where their deposits interfinger with salckhas and coraf

reefs (Gvirtzmal and Buchbinder, 1978). Mccov¡en (1971) termed an ind'ividual

fan that prograded into the sea a fan delta, but in the present case many

fans were involved, and "coastal fan complex" seems a moÏe appropriate desig-

nation. A more basic objection to a deltaic connotation is that it implies

deposition related to the base level of the sea, with distinctly d'ifferenÈ

subaerial and submarine parts. In contrast' terrestrial relief is the major

control on alluvial fan sedimentation, including shallow submerged parts'

for modification by wave action and dilution of debris flows are likely to

be relatively minor influences. In the Kangaroo Island succession there is

no evidence that the coarse conglOmerateS were re\^Torked by waves r nor could

we detect differences between debris flow conglomerates isolated within a

sequence bearing trilobite tracks (presumably subaqueous), and those in

thick conglomerate sequences' probably d'eposited' subaerially' Shorel-ine

orientation \^Ias controlled by the east-west strike of the uplifted mountain

front and. as the marine palaeocurrents are similar for most of the sequence

it is concluded that an east-west shoreline was influential throughout.

Apart from paraglacial environments (Ryder L97I), the sharp relief

required to form alluvial fans is commonly due to fault uplift- This is

appropriate in the present case, because dip-slip faults are prominent in

the Delamerian fold-belt and especially along the Torrens Lineament (Fig.

L2-2) (Oaity et al. , L973, Fig. 2) . The recurrence of tidal deposits through-

out the succession indicates that rates of subsidence and sedimentation

maintained approximate loalance, despite periodic alluvial infh:x in response

to faulting. The thick conglomerate section east of Hawk Nest (Figs - L6-2

and 16-3) implies very rapid accumulation, which at times probably exceeded

the rate of subsídence, but terrestrial deposition cannot be proved con-
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clusively, because land plants did not evolve until- the mid-PalaeozoÍc'

In addition, sedimentation was too coarse and rapid for soil to develop'

The }arge size alìd moderate rounding of limestone clasts in the white

point conglomerates impties a source within a few kilometres' Sneed and

Fotk (1958) showed that ljmestone pebbles in the colorado River, Texas

achieved maximum round,ing in about 16km of transport. The partial rounding

of limestone clasts suggests that the escarpments from which they came pro-

bably lay S-lOkm north of the present north coast of Kangaroo Island'' uP ê

re1atively steep palaeoslope (FiS' L6-L2) '

The conglomerate succession east of Hawk Nest shows an alternation of

thick bedded coarse conglomerate a¡rd tl.in bedded finer conglomerate with

sandstone interbeds. sequences that coarsen up\^rard, fine upward, or coarsen

then fine are all present. However, in most cases, it is hard' to define

cycles because of the lack of well-defined starting horizons; the section is

described more realisticatly in terms of alternation of the two facies

rather than cyclicity. Al-ternations are conmonly on a 2Om scale, but reach

up to 5Om in thickness. In terms of facies types the succession resembl-es

the upward-coarsening cycles recognised by steel et aI. (1977) in Devonian

alluvial fan deposits in Norway. These authors attributed their cycles to

Iowering of the basin floor by marginal faul-ting, which increased local-

relief and stimutated fan progradation. Distal deposits \Á/ere overlain by

more proxima1 detritus, and an upward-coarsening cycle resulted. Ho\^Iever,

one woul-d expect the complete sedimentary response to fault uplift to be

an initial fan progradation causing upward coarsening, followed by gradual

return to equilibrium, resulting in upward fining. Coarsening-then-fining

cycles can therefore be attributed to sufficient time lapse between fault

movements to allow completion of the sedimentary response' \^/hereas upward

coarsening cycles indicate interruption by renewed faulting. Alternation

of coarse and fine deposits can resuft from sedimentary mechanisms such as

latera] migration of fans, or progradation of active fans over inactive

neighbours. Variation in the hlhite Point conglomerates in the vícinity of
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Hawk Nest is therefore attributed. to sporadic uplift along the east-west

oriented fault escarpments, and varied, sedimentary responses in neighbouring

fans along the comPlex.

Trough cross-bedding in the fine conglomerate and coarse sand.stone

facies of the conglomerate association indicates predominantly northward

transport (FiS. L6-9c,g). This is incompatible with alluvial- deposition'

and is attributed to the action of onshore \^raves, by analogy with shoreward-

dipping cross-strata formed by lunate megaripples in the outer rough zone

of a non-barred coast (Cl-ifton et aI., L97I). The north-south current linea-

tions in the plane l-aminated sandstones of the conglomerate association

(fig. 16-9b) could also be wave-worked deposits, representative of one of the

plane bed zones of the nearshore (Clifton et al., 1971). However, in this

case, there is no evidence to distinguish plane lamination formed by wave,

alluvial or combined processes. Current crescents, indicating flow to the

south, may have formed either by alluvial processes or by backwash on the

shoreface.

Sandstone Facies Association

Modal orientations of trough cross-beds in the sand.stone facÍes asso-

ciation, although variable, are mainly towards the east, west and north-

west (FiS. 16-10). Ílith a dominant southward palaeoslope these cannot be

attributed Èo alluvial deposition, and they are therefore ascribed to marine

processes. As with the fine conglomerates discussed above, northerly and

northwesterly dipping cross-beds are attributed to obliquef onshore \^/ave

action (Plate 184).

The east-west palaeocurrent mod.es for trough cross-beds in the White

Point Conglomerate and Boxing Bay Formation are interpreted together with

their respective lineated sandstones because of similar orientation (FiS.

16-10). The lineated sandstones can be assigned palaeocurrent directions

where they have current crescents. or where they form scours and drapes

around boulders at the top of an underlying conglomerate bed (Plate 185).

{
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On this basis (Fig. l6-IOd,e,f), the lineations indicate bipolar (upper

ftow regime), east-west transport, with the predominant mode to the west'

atleastfortheBoxingBayFormation.Itisconcludedthatthetrough

cross-bedded and current Iineated sandstone facies were transported by

shore-paralle] currents, which ís consistent with their abundant feldspars

and lack of carbonate clasts, indicating that they were not derived from

the carbonate source rocks to the north- clifton et aI' (197I ' p'65'7)

observed that cross-strata in the inner rough zone of the nearshore have a

pronounced longshore component when influenced by tongshore currents'

Ho\^Iever, there is no evidence that wave-induced' longshore currents alone

can form plane laminated., Iineated sands although they have been reported

from numerous tidat deposits, both modern and ancient' Modern examples in-

crude those described by oörjes et al. (1970), Howard and Reineck (L912,

p.110), Kumar and sanders (Lg14), Knight and Dalrymple (L975, P'54) '

lVunderlich (1970) and Terwindt (I97I) ' Most authors did not indicate

whether the ptane laminae were also lineated, probably because lineation

is hard to observe in sections of modern sed'iments' However, Kumar and

Sand.ers (Lg74, p-514) reported plane laminated' sand formed by upper regime

flow in shallow tidal channels, and both I¡Iunderl-ich (1970, p'II1) and

Terwindt (rglL, p-5I9) regarded their plane laminated sands as deposits

of high velocity, highly turbulent flows, conditions which are incompatible

with planar beds of the lower flow regime. Klein (1970, Table 2) listed

examples of supposed. ancient tidal deposits' many of which contain plane

laminated. sandstone. Allen and Tarlo (1963) demonstrated the similarity

between a Devonian tidat deposit and, modern equivalents in the Ì'lilhelmshaven

area, both containing a plane laminated sand facies. Barnes and Klein (1975)

used. mod.ern tide-dominated sand bodies in the North sea to interpret plane-

l-aminated sandstones in the Zabriskie Quartzite as tidal current bedload

deposits. Plane laminated sandstones with lineations were reported from

ancient tidal successions by freland et al. (1978), Tankard and Hobday (L977)

and Hobday and Horne (Lg77), while sel,lwood (Ig72) interpreted plane lami-

¡l
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nated sands as an upper flow regime structure formed on tidal fl-ats. Like

the Kangaroo Island case, the l-ineations discussed by Tankard' and Hobday

(L977, p.I4O) I¡¡ere parallel- to the inferred shoreline.

In the case of Kangaroo Island, shore-parallel orientation of linea-

tions, and association with sìmi1arly oriented bipolar cross-beds and

ripples suggest that the structures slere mainty formed by tidal currents.

A possible explanation for the essentially unidirectional paleocurrents of

the lineated sandstones may be that they only formed when storm surge (and

perhaps wave-induced longshore drift) augmented the tidal- currents.

Sellwood (L972, p.IO3-4) proposed a similar explanation (formation by wind-

tides and hurricanes) for plane taminated sands formed on tidal flats of a

Líassic eipcontinental sea. Shaw (L964) arrd Mazztrlfo and Friedman (1975)

argued against tidal influence in epicontinental- seas, but Johnson and

Bel-derson (1969) and Klein and Ryer (1978) produced abundant evidence for

tidal deposition in at least some ancient seas of this type. Several- of

the modern and ancient examples cited above are from epicontinental seas,

indicating that the necessary velocity/depth conditions of tidat flow to

form lineated, plane laminated sand can occur within this envirorunent.

The common occurrence of contorted structures in the trough cross-

stratified sandstone (Plates 173 and I74) is interpreted as largely due to

rapid deposition in a loose-packed state (Al-len, 1972). Allen and Banks

(L972) showed that loose-packed sands are easily liquified in response to

sudden shock, and the resultant movement may deform primary structures. fn

the present case, the cross-beds were evidently deposited in a relatively

loose-packed state, and the proximity to active faults makes seismic shock

a likeIy trigger mechanism (.Brenchley and Newall I L977). Dalrlmple (in

press) suggested that the depth of deformation within a unit may be taken

as indicative of the depth of liquefaction of the original sediment.

Synsedimentary deformation down the direction of cross-bedding is

rare in the sandstones of this sequence. By comparison, it is a major fea-

ture in the cross-bedded metasandstones of the Kanmantoo Group further south

\
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on Kangaroo Is1and, which were deposited further offshore (Flint, 1978).

The passage of a wave or current may exert a horizontal drag on the under-

consolidated bed, and deform the cross-strata into features like recumbent

fotds (e1len and Banks, 1972; Dalrlzmple in press). This mechanism is in-

voked to explain the relatively rare contorted structures in the north

coast succession with sub-horizontal syfimetry, for the slope was probably

too gentle to initiate slumPing.

Fine-grained Facies Association

The spectrum of facies in this association is similar to that observed

in many ancient and modern tidal deposits (Reineck and Singh, L975, p.355-

372; Ginsburg, L975). Characteristic features are the association of

desiccation cracks with a marine infauna and epifauna, and the interbedding

of ripple taminated marine sandstone and coarse siltstone with varying pro-

portions of mudstone (Plates 177 and 178). fn most cases desiccation cracks

are associated with red rocks, and indicate temporary emergence of the tidal-

flat. The cracks are a-bsent from a minor part of the succession, which is

commonly greenish-grey to dark grey in colour, and is interpreted as lower

intertidal to subtidal.

The palaeocurrent paÈterns for ripples and current lineations in most

of the seçFrences are essentially bipolar paralleJ- to the shore, with minor

onshore and offshore modes (Fig. 16-11). Sandstones with north-south

tineations are prominent in the upper Emu Bay Shale and basal Boxing Bay

Formation at Emu Bay, and are interpreted as backwash Iineations formed on

a shoreface (Hantzschel, 1939, Fig. 9 and p.48). Thus, onshore/offshore

modes result principally from wave action, whereas shore-parallel modes are

due to tidal currents flowing along the shore, as observed by Evans (1965)

on the lower flats of the t'lash, England. The Kangaroo Island tidal fl-ats

are therefore interpreted as an environment in which tidal- currents predomi-

nated over \^/ave action.

DeRaaf, Boersma and van Gel-der (1977) described a Carboniferous

i
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succession in southern freland that is similar to the fine-grained facies

association of the Kangaroo Island. rocks but shows a sharper separation of

coarse and fine elements. They recognised four types of sequence: those

that fine upward., coarsen upward, coarsen then fine upward (CUFU), and

sequences that are random intercalations. Vüe have recognised simil-ar se-

quences (Figs. 16-5 and 16-6) but the relative proportions differ: random

intercalaÈions and fining-upward sequences are more abundant, while CUFU

sequences are rare.

DeRaaf et aI. (I977) interpreted their succession as almost entirely

v¡ave generated. This conclusion rnras based largely on the recognition of

wave-formed ripples, for which several criteria were l-isted.. l'le al-so recog-

nise distinctive wave-generated features, such as s)zmmetrical- ripptes and

form-discordant cross-l-amination but see wave action as moderate and accom-

panied by relatively strong tidal currents. Apart from this distinction,

the interpretation of deRaaf et aI. (1971) for coarsening upward and. random

sequences appears to be applicable to the Kangaroo Island succession (Figs.

16-5 and 16-6). Upward coarsening within the sandy units of the fine-

grained facies association (Figs. 16-5b,c, and 16-6b,c), probably indicates

shoaling on the outer part of the tidal- flat, thereby intensifying wave and

current activity. Random sequences can be attributed to storms, which in-

crease \^/ave energy and augment tidal and other currents through storm surge

effects. Random sequences could also result from another storm effect:

increased terrestrial runoff infl-uencing tidal flat sedimentation through a

rapid influx of terrigenous detritus. There is no evídence that individuaf

tectonic movements infl-uenced tidal- flat sedimentation, for one would expect

the terrigenous influx to give rise to upward coarsening then upward fining

(the CUFU sequence of deRaaf e! al-. I 1977). This type of sequence is rare

in the fine-grained association on Kangaroo Island despite the fact that

alternations in the conglomerate facies association indicate recurring tec-

tonic influence.

DeRaaf et aI. (L977) had onty one independent fining-upward sequence
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in their succession, and did. not attempt a futl explanation. Such sequences

are more common in the Kangaroo Island rocks (Figs. 16-5 and 16-6), and are

of two types. One type leads to the development of dark shal-es which lack

desiccation cracks, and in some cases contain pyrite, articulated tril-o-

bites and annefid ìmpressions with preservation almost comparable to that

of the Burgess Shale (Ialhittington, f971). Fining-upward sequences of this

sort are attributed to transgressive events in which the rate of subsidence

exceeded that of sedimentation. The depth of water (subtidal) and partial

isolation tended to cause stagnation of bottom waters and the reducing con-

diÈions favoured preservation of body fossils. fn the second (more common)

type of fining-upr¡rard sequence grey-green siltstones conunonly with worm

burrows and, abundant trilobite tracks pass up into red mudstones with desi-

ccation cracks and rarer occurrences of such traces (Fig. I6-6c, base of

section). This is interpreted as a regressive sequence in which conditions

on the inner part of the tidal flat changed from a dominantly subtidal to

an upper intertidal to supratidal- environment. Deposition of finer sediment

in the shallower environment was due to frictional loss of wave and current

energy during passage into a relatively sheltered part of the tidal fl-at.

This is in contrast to the effect of shoaling on outer parts of the tidally-

dominated areas, which were interpreted above as resulting in coarsening-

upward sequences.

Evolution of the Alluvial-Tida1 Complex

The upper four formations in the Cambrian succession of northeast

Kangaroo fsland sho\¡¡ an alternation of fine and coarse deposits which re-

flects temporal changes in the coastal environment. The fine-grained facies

association is d,ominant in the Smith Bay Shale, and includes a minor part

interpreted here as subtidal to lower intertídal. Evidentally there v¡as a

tendency for subsidence to exceed sedimentation on the tidal flat during

deposition of the Smith Bay Shale. There is no direct evidence of terres-

trial influence on the Smith Bay Shale, but the fact that its palaeocurrent

pattern is similar to that of fine-grained facies in the overlying V'Ihite
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point Conglomerate indicates a similar pattern of waves a¡d currents. It

is therefore concl-uded that shoreline orientation lrtas similar for the two

formations, with a subdued northern landmass during Smith Bay Shale sedi-

mentation.

During deposition of the White Point Conglomerate uplift occurred in

the northern landmass, from which fossiliferous Early Cambrian and Precam-

brian crystalline rocks were eroded. Uplift probably occurred along dip-

stip faults located in what is now Investigator Straíght, adjacent to

Kangaroo Island, as part of the fault-dominated tectonics of the region.

Uplift and the resulting fan progradation were not uniform in tj-me and space:

thick, coarse fan deposits accumulated east of BaId Rock, while west of

Cape D'Estaing gravel beds, commonly lenticular, alternated with shallow

marine deposits. Tidal- flat sedimentation persisted. over much of the study

area, and throughout the greater part of V'Ihite Point Conglomerate deposition,

but it was considerably influenced by atluvial influx from the north. This

interfingering of altuvial fan and tidal flat complexes is relatively un-

usual in the geological record; more conunonly alluviat fans were entirely

terrestrial- (eg. Steet et al., L9'77), or low-slope, high sinuosity rivers

intervened between the fan complex and the sea (Miall-, L97O; Tankard and

Hobday, 1977).

The section east of Bald Rock shows a general fining upwards in the

upper part of the V'fhite Point Conglomerate, terminating in a thin conglo-

merate at its top. This sugigests that the northern source \^las gradually

worn d,own after uplift ceased. The contact between the !ùhite Point Con-

glomerate and the Emu Bay Shale is sharp and represents a sudden deepening

possibly associated with a transgression: a strongly reducing environment

pertained. which gradually became domina¡rtly oxidising with shallowing and

upward coarsening of the sediment. Thus, the upper part of the Emu Bay

Shale represents a return to dominant tidal ftat deposition, with very few

conglomerate beds indicative of coarse terrigenous influx. I¡lith the excep-

tion of north-south lineated sandstones, palaeocurrent directions for the
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Hnu Bay Shate are similar to the other formations, suggesting maintenance

of the east-west shoreline. The two sections of the Emu Bay Shale (Cape

D'Estaing and Bald Rock, Figs. 16-3 and 16-4) do not reveal significant

lateral variation along the tidal flats at that time, although the dark

pyritic shale facies is present only in the BaId Rock section. The terres-

trial relief which had developed and persisted during l¡ühite Point times had

been largely elìminated, but some erosion evidently continued in the source

area, for when the alluvial fan comp1ex prograded southward again in Boxing

Bay times as a result of further tectonic uplift, the clast assemblage \^¡as

enriched in gneiss and granite. This shows that basement rocks had become

extensively exposed in the source area during the intervening period. Al--

though mainly composed of more resistant lithologies, the clasts of the

Boxing Bay Formation congl-omerates are significantly smaller than those of

the l^lhite Point Conglomerate. This indicates either that the terrestrial

source was less elevated in Boxing Bay Formation times, or that the uplifted

area was further north than during White Point Conglomerate deposition.

However, conglomerate jmbrication and palaeocurrents of the sand.stone and

fine-grained facies associations show that the east-\¡¡est strike of the

source terrane and of the shoreline was maintained.

CONCLUSÏONS

The uppermost Lower Cambria¡ succession of northeast Kangaroo Island.

was formed along an ancient shoreline subject to strong tidal, minor wave

and at times alluvial influence. The fauna and sedjmentary structures of

the fine-grained sediments indicate that deposition was mainLy intertidal

while alluvial influence is represented by conglomerates and coarse sand-

stones with stratification, textures and fabrics in some cases comparable

Èo those of alluvial fans. The restriction of wave-worked deposits to cross-

stratified fine conglomerates and associated sandstones suggests that wave

energy was moderate. Likewise the absence of well-rounded clasts is simi-

larly significant. Plane laminated sandstones with current lineation sub-

parallel to the shoreline cannot be explained by direct wave action" By
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analogy with similar sa¡rds in modern environments, they are attributed to

tidal currents, probably augmented by wave-induced longshore drift and storm

surge effects. other indications of tídal current activity are the bipolar

longshore palaeocurrents for ripples and cross-strata'

The palaeoenvironment is interpreted as a shoreline along which aIIu-

vial deposits, including alluvia1 fan complexes, interfingered with tidal

deposits. Shoreline migration was in response to Èhe interplay of fault

uplifÈ of the northern source area and basinal subsidence, which d'etermined

the nature and amount of coarse alluvia1 deÈritus shed southwards into the

bäsin
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PART 4 AND

CHAPTER 17

CONCLUSIONS - LATE EARLY AND EARLY MTDDLE CAMBRIAN SEDIMENTATION

IN THE ADELAIDE IGEOSYNCLTNEI
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INTRODUCTION

The preceding study comprises a detailed examination of the strati-

graphy and sedimentology of the Billy Creek Formation (nlinders Ranges)

and its lateral equivalents on the norÈheast coast of Kangaroo Island,

South Australia. The study concentrates on the Billy Creek Formation

(Chapters 2 to II), and detailed conclusions regarding the depositional

history of this predominantly fine-grained.rred-bed sequence are presented

in Chapter I1. Unfortunately, no outcrops of late Early Cambrian strata

occur in the southern Flinders Ranges, and thus a zone of no outcrop,

several hundred kilometres long, separates the Billy Creek Formation from

its lateral equival-ents on Kangaroo fsland. This chapter presents some

tentative correlations between the two sequences, and briefly discusses

the nature of late Early and early Middle Cambrian sedimentation in South

Australia, \dith particular emphasis on sedimentation in the Adelaide

tGeosyncline'.

THE KANGAROOIAN MOVEMENTS AND LATE EARIY - EARLY MIDDLE CAMBRIAN

SEDTMENTATTON TN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Sedimentation in the Adelaide 'Geosyncline' in the late Early and

early Middle Cambrian was largely controlled by the Kangarooian Movements

(Daily and Forbes, f969); a complex and persistent tectonism which was most

pronounced in the southern portion of the geosyncline. The Kangarooian

Movements were responsible for:

(a) fault-controlled uplift of the Gawler Block in the Yorke Penin-

sula - Investigator Strait area (particularly the latter), and

subsequent erosion of the thin Early Cambrian platform cover and

underlying basement metamorphics ;

(b) formaÈion of the Kanmantoo Trough through fault-controlled

collapse of the sea floor to the south and southeast of the up-

lifted Gawler Btock, and deposition of a thick sequence of flysch-

tike sedjments in the rapid.ly subsiding basin;
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(c) formation of a shallow marine platform to the south of the

Gawler Block in the vicinity of northeastern Kangaroo fsland.

This platform probably intervened between d.eeper water Kanmaltoo

Group sediments which tay to the south, and the uplifted areas

(eg. the Investigator Strait ttigh) which lay to the north;

(d) deposition of (?) continental gravels and marginal marine red-

beds adjacent to the uplifted areas on Yorke Peninsula (ttre

Mintaton Conglomerate) ;

(e) deposition of coarse alluvial detritus and formation of alluvial

fa¡ complexes which intertongued with the intertidal and shallow

marine shelf sediments in the vicinity of northeastern Kangaroo

Island. The conglomerates and associated coarse calcareous sand-

stones were shed southwards from the Investigator Strait High and

adjacent uplands, whereas the shallow marine and intertidal shel-f

sediments were derived from a more distant basement source, and

transported to the site of deposition by longshore tidal currents'

flowing east-west;

(f) gentle but persistent uplift and erosion of the Broken Hill-O1ary

region, causing a coarsening-upward seguence of arkosic clastics

(the Billy Creek Formation) to be deposited in the northern

Adelaide'GeosYncline' ;

(S) strong, but short-Iived uplift of the area between the Broken

HiII-OIary Block and Reaphook HiII in the Ftinders Ranges,causing

erosion of the Adelaidean and Early Cambrian cover rocks, and

their subsequent deposition in a Iocal, probably fault-control-Ied

depression at Reaphook HiIl- (the Coads HiIl- Member of the Bil1y

Creek Formation).

In addition, the Kangarooian Movements may have been responsible for

the widespread regression that is indicated in late Early Cambrian sequences

Èhroughout South Australia. Apart from the Kanmantoo Group, the sediments

are all very shallow water deposits, and ind,icate at least partial derivation
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from the crystalline basement of either the Gawler Block or the Willyama

Complex. To the east of the Gawler Block in the late Early - early Middle

Carnbrian, fine-grained sedjments of the Yarrawurta Shale (Johns, 1968)

accumulated in a very low energy environment on a broad intertidal- shelf

(the Stuart Shelf). Further east, coarser-graíned sediments of the Billy

Creek Formation were deposited in a shallow epicontinental sea (the northern

Adelaide 'Geosyncline'). South of the Gawl-er Btock, tidal deposits accumu-

lated on a shallow tide-swept shelf flanking the Investigator Strait High

while further offshore, to the south and east of the uplifted a.rea, deeper

water, flysch-like sediments accumulated in the rapidly subsiding Karmantoo

Trough. Geophysical evidence suggests that the east-\ÀIest trending belt of

Kanrnartoo Group rocks on Kangaroo Island swings to the northwest beneath

the floor of the offshore Duntroon Basin, and thus follows the southern and

southwestern margins of the Gawler Block (Smith and Kamerling, 1969).

Further west, gently dipping sandstones and conglomerates of unknown age

occur at Mt. Wedge on the eastern margin of the Polda Trough, and. accordinq

to Daily et al. (L973, p.62) "are lithologically similar to Cambrian rocks

on the north coast of Kangaroo Isl-and and Yorke Peninsula" and thus may indi-

cate continuity of late Early Cambrian sedimentation in this area. To the

west of the Gawler Block, a thick seçfience of fine-grained, arkosic red-beds

(the Observatory HilJ- Beds; lVopfner, 1969c), lithologically similar to the

Iower and middle portions of the BiIIy Creek Formation, has been tentaÈively

correlated with the Billy Creek Formation by Gatehouse (L976). Recent

dritling in the Officer Basin has confirmed the widespread extent of the

red-beds, \Àrith sequences similar to Èhe Observatory Hill Beds intersected

in Emu No. 1 (Grasso, L963), Mallabie No. 1 (Daity et al., 1973), Murnaroo

No. 1 (Gatehouse, in EP.,a) and I¡lilkínson No- 1 (Gatehouse, Þ S-9P.',b).

Kreig (1969) correlated the Observatory HiIl Beds at triallatinna with a se-

quence of red-beds in the Mt. John area. Thus, it is concluded that Cambrian

(and probably more specifically, late Early Cambrian) clastics were deposited

in a more or less continuous belt around the Gawler Block.
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Thin beds of hatite occur in the lower porÈion of the red-bed sequence

in Vtilkinson No. I bore, together with the presence of thin micritic and

oolitic carbonate interbeds (many of which are dark and foetid) suggests

that the sequence at Èhis locality was deposited in a very shalfow and very

restricted marine embayment, flanked on the north by the Musgrave Block and

on the south by the Gawler Block. By comparison, the sediments of the Billy

Creek Formation were deposited under l-ess restricted conditions, where the

precipitation of halite was confined to the ephemeral growth of isolated

hopper crystals on upper intertidal and supratidal mudfl-ats. AIso, the sedi-

ments of Èhe BiIIy Creek Formation are much better sorted and winnowed. thal

those in the Wilkinson No. 1 bore, which show minjmal reworking by marine

processes. On the northeast coast of Kangaroo Island, the late Early Cam-

brian sediments are quite different again, and contain abundant evid.ence of

reworking by waves and especialty tides on a moderate energy, shallow marine

to intertidal shelf . Major d.ifferences bet\^¡een the Billy Creek Formation

and the Cambrian succession on Èhe northeast coast of Kangaroo Island are

discussed below.

COMPARI SON BETWEEN TTÍE STYLES OF SED]MENTATTON IN THE NORTHERN

AND SOUTHERN PARTS OF THE ADELAIDE IGEOSYNCLTNEI

Both the Billy Creek Formation and its lateral- equivalents on the

northeast coast of Kangaroo Island comprise complex sequences with a great

d.eat of internal variability. Ho\^rever, due to their different sites of

deposition, there are some gross differences which are summarized' below.

A. The BiIIy Creek Formation \^/as deposited in response to relatively

mild uplift of the Broken HiII-Olary Block and mild subsidence in the basin

of deposition. The formation has a maximum measured. thickness of approxi-

mately 93Om, and averages 500m in thickness. By comparison, uplift of the

Yorke Peninsula-Investigator Strait region and subsidence of the areas to

the south were much more pronounced, with the deposition of a thick sequence

of shelf sed.iments, presently exposed on the northeast coast of Kangaroo
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Island,. The northeast coast sequence is incomplete, however total measured

sÈratigraphic thickness is approximately 27OOm. Thus, the rates of subsi-

dence and sedimentation in the southern portion of the Adelaide 'Geosyncline'

were many times greater than in the northern part of the geosyncline.

B. The more pronounced tectonism in the southern portion of the geo-

syncline, and the close proximity of the northern source area (the fault

escarpment from which the conglomerates \^Iere eroded lay only 5-l0km north of

the present north coast of Kangaroo Island) were responsible for the develop-

ment of a relatively coarse-grained sequence of clastics by comparison with

those of the Billy Creek Formation.

C. petrological studies indicate that the source areas for both se-

quences were mainly Precambrian crystalline basement rocks. Ho\^iever, the

interpreted source area for the Kangaroo Island sequence is the Gawler Block,

whereas the source area for the Billy Creek Formation was the Broken HiIl-

Olary Block.

D. For both sequences, older, relatively urunetamorphosed. cover rocks

provided a minor source of clastic detritus. fn the Bilty Creek Formation,

Early Cambrian limestones contributed the bulk of the detritus for the con-

glomerate in the basal part of the Coads HilI Menber (Unit A), and are also

represented as scattered pebbles in Unit C of the same member. However,

most of the detritus comprising Èhe Coads Hill Member at Reaphook Hill was

derived from the erosion of submature sandstones attributed to the older

Cambrian (Bunkers Sandstone equivalents) or possibly Adelaidean cover rocks-

In the Kangaroo fsland sequence, the conglomerates and coarse calcareous

sandstones indicate derivation from Early Cambrian strata and Precambrian

crystalline basemenÈ rocks. There is no evidence that Adelaidean sediments

were avaita-ble as a source of detritus for the Kangaroo Island northeast

coast Cambrian sequence.

E. The muddy nature of the Billy Creek Formation, and the rel-atively

poor sorting of the sediment into coarse and fine elements indicates that

wave and tidal activity were límited in the northern part of the geosyncline.
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By comparison, the Kangaroo fsland sequence is weII sorted and the abundance

of current lineated, plane laminated. sandstones and large scale cross-

stratification indicates relatively strong reworking by waves and tides.

F. The very small lateraf and vertical varia-l¡ility in the Bitly Creek

Formation and the predominance of intertidal cond,itions (indicated by the

association of desiccation features and trace fossils) throughout much of

the basin of deposiÈion indicates that the sequence accumulated in a very

low energy epeiric sea, characterised by restricted circulaÈion and by a

very low palaeoslope. By comparison, the northeast coast Kangaroo Island

sequence shows much greater lateral and vertical variability and was depos-

ited in relatively open water, on a moderate slope. shallow marine shel-f-

G. The BiIIy Creek Formation is characterised. by an abundance of

symmetrical and near-slnnmetrical-, wave-formed ripples. Highty aslzmmetrical

current ripples are present, but not abundant, indicating that wave oscilla-

tion predominated over tidal current activiÈy. In the Kangaroo Island

sequence however, the vast majority of ripples are of the highly asymmetrical

form, indicating strong tides and, subordinate wave oscillation. This obser-

vation is consistent with Shawr s (1964) hypothesis of very limited tidal

activity in shallow ePeiric seas.

H. Crests of wave ripples in the Billy Creek Formation are generally

aligned north-south, sub-para1lel to the inferred margins of the basin of

deposition. Slight aslzmmeÈry in the ripples indicates bipolar transport up

and d.own the palaeoslope, although shoreward transport was dominant. On

Kangaroo Island however, cuïrent ripples, current lineations and much of

the large-scale cross-stratification is directed east-west, parallel to the

inferred shoreline. This feature ref]ects a basic difference in the environ-

ments of deposition, with longshore tidat currents developing on the rela-

tively open marine shelf, south of the Investigator Strait High, but not

being able to develop in the shallow epeiric conditions of the northern

Adelaide rGeosyncline' presumably because of frictional- Ioss on the very

shallow tidal f1ats. As noted. in Chapter 16, Iongshore tidal activity in
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the Kangaroo Island succession was probably augmented, and may have been

originally generated, by oblique wave attack. In the BiIIy Creek Formation,

there is no evidence of strong wave activity. The very small wavelengths

of the osciltation ripples is partly a reflection of the fine grain-size of

the availa-ble d.etritus, however it probably also indicates that wave f etch

was limited and thus the driving mechanism behind pronounced longshore trans-

port was al¡sent. A further factor is the depth of water at the site of de-

position, for Evans (1965) has shown that on the tidal flats of the lvash'

longshore tidal transport is predominant in the offshore, subtidal zone

whereas currents move up and down the tidal flats in the intertidal zone'

since the Billy creek Formation was largely deposited in the intertidal or

very shallow subtidal environment, it is to be expecÈed that longshore trans-

port was minimal.

I. The restricted nature of the northern Adelaide 'Geosyncline' is

further indicated by the presence of evaporites in the sequence' Anhydrite'

although mainly restricted to borecore samples, has been identified from

thin-sections of weathered surface outcrops, indicating its extensive origi-

nal distribution. Halite pseudomorph casts are abundant throughout the

Billy Creek Formation outcrops, and' also occur in the subsurface' By com-

parison, there is no evid.ence of evaporite formation in the Kangaroo Island

sequence.

J. The restricted conditions of deposition in the northern Adelaide

,Geosyncline' weïe apparently unfavoura.ble for Èhe proliferation of marine

organisms, and thus body fossils are rare in the BiIIy creek Formation,

being restricted to small trilobites, which Iived in the deeper water en-

virorunents (eg. Reaphook HilI and lrtirrealpa Basin outcrops). fn addition,

trace fossils comprise minor arthropod tracks and. worm burror¿s and rare

molluscan trails. Tn the northeast coast, Kangaroo Island sequence however,

trilobítes are recorded from four of the six formations, and' in addition' a

variety of other fossils are preserved in the Emu Bay shale. The fossils
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are also larger, a]ld specimens up to 35cm long of the open-water trilobite

Redlichia are reported from the Emu Bay Shate. Trace fossils are also abun-

dant, with a rich array of arthropod and molluscan traces, and worm burrows.

K. penecontemporaneous dolomite is the predominant carbonate in the

Billy Creek Formation, further indicating restricted water circulation' The

sabkha model of early dolomitization is invoked to explain the dolomites,

although the high salinity of the water and removal of cu.** iorr" by precipi-

tation of gypsum may have been a contributing factor. By comparison, the

Kangaroo fsland carbonates are aII limesÈones. Furthermore, carbonate mud-

stones are abundant in the Billy Creek Formation, indicating very quiet water

deposition whereas oolitic limestones, indicating moderate agitation by \^Iaves

and tides, are present in the Carrickalínga Head Formation, Smith Bay Shale

and lVhite Point Conglomerate on Kangaroo fsland'

In sunmary, the Bitly Creek Formation indicates very restricted, very

shallow water deposition in an epeiric sea where wave and Èidal activity were

Iimited, whereas the Kangaroo fsland, northeast coast Carnbrian sequence indi-

cates deposition on a relatively open, shallow marine she1f, subject to mod-

erate wave attack and swept by strong tides'

SOME TENTAT]VE CORRELATIONS BETVúEEN THE BILLY CREEK FORMATION

AND THE CAMBR]AN SEQUENCE ON THE NORTHEAST COAST OF KANGAROO ISLAND

Introduction

The six Cambrian formations on the northeast coast of Kangaroo fsland

have been correlated by Daily (Lg76b, Fig. 8) with the Billy Creek Formation

in the Flinders Ranges. In this thesis and elsewhere (Moore, l-979 and in

press), the BiIIy Creek Formation has been subdivided into five members.

Tentative correlations between these five members and the six formations on

Kangaroo Island are discussed below'

The Age of the Cambrian ence on the Northeast Coast of Kang aroo Island

The presence of Redlichia in the Carrickalinga Head Formation, and the

identification of Redlichia. Isoxyx and llys¿¿tþgq in the Enu Bay Shal-e fauna
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serve to establish a Carnbrian age for these and the intervening formations.

The trilobite Estaingia bilobata, which occurs near the top of the Vühite

Point Conglomerate and in the basal portion of the Emu Bay Shale, also

occurs towards the top of the Cymbric Vale Formation in northwestern Ne\^l

South V{ales (Warris , L967 ), where it is assigned a late Early Cambrian age

(öpit, 1968, 1976). More specific ages for the rest of the northeast coast

Kangaroo Island sequence are based on lithological correl-ation with the

KanmanÈoo Group metasediments, because the base of the Carrickalinga Head

Formation on Kangaroo Island and the top of the Boxing Bay Formation are not

exposed. The Carrickalinga Head Formation is recognised in the Kanmantoo

Group on southern Fleurieu Peninsula (Daily and Milnes ' 1971) where it con-

formably overlies the middle to late Early Cambrian Heatherdale Sha1e (Daily'

Igi6b, Fig. 8). Thus, the Carrickalinga Head Formation is considered to be

Iate Early Cambrian in age. The Boxing Bay Formation is litholoqically

correlated with the Balquhidder Formation in the Kanmantoo Group, which is

overlain by the lVattaberri Sub-Group (Petrel Cove Formation and Middl-eton

Sandstone). The Middleton Sa¡rdstone is intruded by Late Cambrian granites

and must have been overlain by 5-10km of sediment at the time of intrusion.

Thus a late Early to early Middle Cambrian age is suggested for the entire

Karunantoo Group and its lateral equivalents on the northeast coast of

Kangaroo Island (rabfe 13-1).

The Correlation between Kangaroo Island and the Flinders Ranges

A tentative correlation chart for the Bitly Creek Formation and its

lateral equivalents on the northeast coast of Kangaroo Islarrd is presented

in Table I3.1. The Early-Middle Cambrian boundary occurs at an unknown

position in the upper portion of the eíIly Creek Formation (Oaify' 1956)

and its location in the left hand (F1inders Ranges) side of Table l-3.1 is

somewhat arbitrary. However, since the Eregund.a Sandstone Member is com-

paratively thin and was deposited quite rapidly, it is probable that it is

targely. if not entirely, Míddle Cambrian in age.
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As shown in the correlation chart, there is little evidence of any

tithological correlation between the BiIIy Creek Formation and its equiva-

Ients on'Kangaroo Island, as might be expected. Thus, as the very low

energy, muddy tidal flat deposits of the Warragee Member developed over much

of the northern part of the Adelaide tGeosynclinet, a complex sequence of

shales, sandstones and interbedded conglomerates was being deposited in a

relatively high energy, shoreline environment south of the Investigator

Strait High. A short period of low energy deposition' represented by the

lower portion of the Emu Bay Shate and to a lesser extent by the uppermost

portion of the Vühite Point Conglomerate on Kangaroo fslandr mâY signify a

minor 1ate Early Canlcrian transgression. This interval is richly fossili-

ferous and can be traced into the northern part of the Adelaide 'Geosyncline'

on the basis of the trilobite genus Balcoracania. Specimens of Balcoracania

occur in the upper portions of the Coads Hill and hlarragee Members of the

Billy Creek Formation (ra¡te I3.1) and in the upper portion of the White

Point Conglomerate on Kangaroo Island. More specifically, Balcoracania

dailyi is common to both the !{hite Point Conglomerate and the Coads HiIl

Member. The specimens of Balsoacania in the Flinders Ranges are associated

with predominantly gïeen shafes with co¡rrnon interbed,s of limestone or dolo-

mite.

The Boxing Bay Formation, which overlies the Enu Bay Shale on Kangaroo

Island, signifies a return to higher energy conditions, with renewed uplift

in the source area. The same tectonic event may be recorded in the Flinders

Ranges, where the Erudina and Nildottie Siltstone Members developed in res-

ponse to increased sed.j:nent input, presumalcly due to more pronounced uplift

of the Broken HiII-OlarY Block.
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APPENDIX B

Estima tes of Ancient lVaves, Water Depth and Fetch

During N ildo ttie Sedimentation

The following calculations are based on the work of Tanner (L97I),

with supplementary data derived. from Harms (1969) , Komar (L974), and

Bretschneider (1966) -

Synune trical les

From Table 5-I (Chapter 5):

s = mean riPPIe sPacing = 2'53cm

s = 4.5cm
max

s = 0. 9crn
mrn

RSI = I-0

9 = average grainsize : 60Um

In g = 4'1

Step l:

0.97s-3.72 ln9:-L2.4

From Figure I of Tanner (I97r), \^Ie get the fotlowing limits:

(a) water depth h Þ l5cm (average value 40-50cn)

(b) fetch f = 3-500km (average value about 200lqn)

(c) wave height H : 7-l7cm (average value l5cm)

Step 2:

On the basis of s < 5cm, we can assume that deposition occurred in a

smal1, shallow body of water. An abundance of desiccation features supports

this view.

Step 3:

Vrlater wave height H : 38.52 + I.89s - 7.II ln g

: L4.2cm

Step 4:

V'later depth: In h = 22.74 + 0.97s - 3.72 In g - 0.41H

4.L20L
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APPENDIX B (cont'd)

Step 4: (cont'd)

WaterdePthh=62cm

Step 5:

A recheck with Tanner's Figure I shows that the above values are

hydrodynamically acceptable .

Step 6:

V'Iave fetch: 1n f = 2.2968 ln H - 0.583 In h - 0.73I

= 2.96

Vrlavefetchf=19.3km

Additional calcul-ations :

From Komar (re74) ,

= horizontal particle displacement d

= (ripple spacing)/0.8

= 3. I6cm

-H

E
max

and E
max Sinh (2n hrll.)

For H = L4.2cm and h = 62cm,

!{ave length L = 3.99m

Also from Komar (L974), and Komar and MiIIer (1973) ,

r, = r,*ltanh(2n h/Làl\

L_ = 4,85m (deep water wave length).

'2lt-and To : L- ' fr where G = acceleration due to gravity

Wave period T = I.76 secs

N.B. This is a very short period oscillation. Based, on shallow water

empirical tables (fi-g. IV-B of Bretschneider, L966) water depth of less

than about Im shoutd be expected. Even allowing for winds of up to

SOkm/hr., waves should rarely exceed 30cm ín height.

i



APPENDTX B (cont'd)

Near-Symmetr ical Ripples

From Tal¡le 5-3 (Chapter 5):

s = mean ripple spacing = 2.25cm

s = 4.0cm
max

s = l.3cm
mrn

RSI = 1.5

I = average grainsize = 60Um

In g = 4'1

Step l:

0.97s-3.72 lng--13.1

From Figure I of Tanner (1971) , we get the following limits:

(a) water depth h ) t5cm (average value 40cm)

(b) fetch f = 2 - 500lqn (average value l50-200km)

(c) wave height H = 7-L7cm (average val-ue 15cn)

83.

\¡re can assume thaÈ deposiÈion occurred in a

An a-bundance of desiccation features supports

Step 2:

On the basis of s < 5crn,

small, shallow body of water.

this view.

Step 3:

Step 4:

trtater depth:

lvater wave heiqht H = 38.52 + I.89s - 7.1-I ]n s

= 13.6cm

In h = 22.74 + 0.97s - 3.72 In g - 0.4IH
= 4.0945

lVaterdepthh =60cm

Step 5:

A recheck with Tannert s Figure I shows that the above val-ues are

hydrodynamically acceptable.
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Step 6:

V'lave fetch: ln f = 2.2968 In H - 0-583 ln h - 0-731

Vrlave fetch f = 17.8km

Additional calculations:

From Komar (L974),

E = horizontal particle displacement d-ma>< o

= (rippte spacing)/0.8

= 2. 8lcrn

=-r F - 
-H*"" "max sinh(2n h,/L)

For H = 13.6cm and h : 60cmr

Wave Lenqth L = 3.80m

Also from Komar (1974), and Komar and MiIIer (1973) ,

L = L*|tatf, Qtr h/r-)l\

L- = 4.58m (deep \¡tater wave length)

and T2 = r,-' # where G = acceleration due to gravity

lrlave períod T = l.Tlsecs

N.B. This is a very short period oscillation. Based on shallo\^r water

empirical tables (Fig. IV-B of Bretschneider, L966) water depÈh of less

than about l-m should be expected. Even allowing for winds of up to 5Okmr/hr,

waves should rarely exceed 30cm in height.
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APPENDIX C

Petrographic Data, eilly Creek Formation

THTN SECTION LISTTNG

Four l-ithological associations are recognised in the Bil1y Creek

Formation (Chapter I0). TheY are:

(a) Association I: Red and. minor green shales, siltstones and sand-

stones all of which are rich in feldspars and micas.

(b) Association 2: Red, brown and green shales, siltstones and sand-

stones characterized by a paucity of feldspars and micas, and con-

taining a very mature heavy mineral suite.

(c) Association 3: Carbonates.

(d) Association 4: Tuffs and tuffaceous sediments-

In the course of this study, nearly l-000 thin sections were prepared and

the various rock-types identified. Thin-section listíngs are presented, below,

and are grouped into the four major lithological associations. Identification

numbers on the thin sections follow the format 530-x-YI7, where:

530 is the author's id,entification number in the collections of the

Geology Department at the University of Adelaide.

X is the tocality prefix. Localities referred to are:

BC - Wirrealpa Basin (ttlt. Billy Creek - Balcoracana Ck.)

BU - Bunyeroo

BR - Brachina

MS - Mount Scott Range

MF - Mount Frome

CG - Chambers Gorge

RH - Reaphook Hill

LFI - Delhi-Santos Lake Frome No.

LE2 - Delhí-Santos Lake Frome No.

I Stratigraphic Well

2 Stratigraphic !fe1l
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yL2 - S.A.M.D. Yalkalpo No. 2 Stratigraphic V'Iell

Yt7 is the sample number. For example, generally YI7 refers to the

seventeenth sample collected in Section Y.

fn the following listing, the author's identification number (530) is

omitted (ie. X-YI7 not 530-X-YI7), since it is invariabl.e. Sample heights

are given in brackets: the height refers to the stratigraphic distance in

metres above the base of the relevant member. Exceptions are noted in the

text.

For borecore samples, the code number is either:

(a) yL2-X meaning Yalkalpo 2 borecore, X metres below ground level;

or (b) LFI-X, meaning Lake Frome No. I borecore, X feet below ground

level. These figures are given in feet for quick and easy access

to the original borecore which was logged in feet and inches.

There are several additional symbols:

* calcareous

+ anhydrite present

ss sandy

s shaly

vs very shaly

d dolomitic

ds domal stromatolites (generally dolomitic).

LTTHOLOGICAL ASSOCTATION I

Red Sandstones

Nildottie Siltstone Member

Mount Scott Range: Section MS-B

MS-BrI (1m), MS-812 (8m).

Mount Frome: Section MF-A

MF-416 (101m)

Chambers Gorge: Section CG-B

CG-85* (5m) , CG-B6* (27m) , Cc-87* (44m), CG-BG* (75m) ,
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Red Sandstones (cont'd)

Eregunda Sandstone Member

Vlirrealpa Basin: Section BC-B

BC-E13 (Im), BC-L2 (2m) , BC-L3 (6m).

lrlirrealpa Basin: Section BC-K (Ten Mile Creek Section

Orn is the base of Unit C of the Eregunda Sandstone Member

BC-KI- (17m), BC-K2 (18m), BC-K3 (I9m), BC-K6 (23m) 
'

BC-K7 (23m), BC-KB (3fm¡ 
' Bc-K9 (33m) , BC-KI0 (34m),

BC-Kll (38m), BC-K13 (38m), BC-K14 (39fn) , BC-K15 (40m) ,

BC-K]6 (41m) , BC-K17 (42n) .

lrfirrealpg Basin : Section BC-O (Balcoracana Creek Section)

PIC-QA (Om), BC-Q9 (15m), BC-914 (3Zm¡, BC-QI5 (37m),

BC-Q18a (45m), Bc-918b (45m).

Heysen Range: Section BR-A

BR-A2I (Im), BR-423 (8m), BR-425 (12m), BR-426 (80m),

BR-427 (92m).

Mount Scott Range: Section MS-B

MS-B28 (2m) , MS-837 (42m) .

Mount Frome: Section MF-A

MF-426 (26m), ME-A27 (27m), MF-428 (29n),

MF-430 (3Im) .

Erudina Siltstone Mernber

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-C

RH-C33 (Unit C, 30m).

eilly Creek Formation (sensu stricto - Yalkalpo 2 borecore

YL2-5L2, YL2-333t" YL2-334.

Red Siltstones

lrlarraqee Member

V'lírrea

Bc-cI2 (254m).

Basin: Section BC-B
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{
Red Siltstones (cont'd)

hlarragee Member (cont'd)

Vüirrealpa Basin: Section BC-R

Bc-R5 (68m) , BC-R6 (87m).

Mount Scott Range: Section MS-B

MS-89 (34m), MS-810

Heysen Range:

BR-AIO (54m).

(34m).

Section BR-A

Nitdottie Siltstone Member

Basin: Section BC-B (Type Sectíon)

BC-DI3 (73m), BC-DI4 (74m) ' BC-DIs (76m), BC-D16 (96m),

BC-DI7 (8Om¡, BC-D18 (87m), BC-DIg (97m), BC-E3 (134m),

Bc-84 (196m) , Bc-E5 (22Lm), Bc-E6 (222m) , Bc-El (265m) ,

BC-E9 (3f3m), BC-EIO (365m), BC-EII (443m), BC-812 (455m).

Iatrirrealpa Basin Section BC-L

¡
i',

ru

Bc-L10 (98m).

!ùirrealpa Basin: Section BC-N

BC-NI (IIlm), BC-N5 (131m), BC-P3a (I54m) , BC-ZL (L44n) , BC-22 (22Om) ,

Bc-23 (27On).

Wirrealpa BeEiqi Section BC-O (Balcoracana Creek Section

Om is the base of the Eregunda Sandstone Member.

BC-Q? (-66m) , BC-Q2a 1-00m) , BC-Q2b (-60m), Bc-Q3 (-19m),

BC-Q5a (-O.2m), Bc-Q5b (-0.2m) , BC-Q5c (-0.Un).

V'firrealga Basin: Section BC-R

BC-T14 (238m), BC-T15 (239m) ' BC-T21 (269m) , BC-'122 (277m) ,

BC-T23a (279n).

Section BR-A

BR-AI5 (89n), BR-416 (93m), BR-417 (17Om), BR-418 (L77m) ,

(341m).BR-419 (228m), BR-A24
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{
Red Siltstones (cont'd.)

NildotÈie Siltstone Member (cont'd.)

Mount Scott Range : Section MS-B

MS-BII (2m), MS-BI4 (S2m), MS-BI5 (9Om¡, MS-816 (100m) , MS-B17

MS-819 (118m) , MS-B2O (1r8m) , MS-B21 (r22m), MS-B23 (r36m) ,

MS-824 (I41m), MS-825 (148m), MS-826 (120m).

Mount Frome: Section MF-A

(10Im) , i

{

MF-410*(19m), MF-412

MF-A15 (IOOm), MF-AI6

MF_A18* (268m) .

(80m) , MF-413 (IOOm) ,

(229n) ,

Chanbe rs Gorge: Section CG-B

CG-88*(55m), CG-810*(78m), CG-BII*(I36m),

cG-812 (150m), cG-813 (185m).

Eregunda Sandstone Member

Wirrealpa Basin: Section BC-K (Ten Mile Creek Section)

BC-K4 (l9m¡ , BC-K5 (2Om) , B'C-K22 (54m).

vü Basin: Sectioh BC-Q (Balcoracana Creek Section)

BC-Qlla (16m) , BC-9L7 (4rm¡.

*,

H

Heysen Range:

BR-424 (9m).

Mount Frome:

Section BR-A

Section MF-A

MF-A24 (3m).

Erudina Siltstone Member

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-A

RH-428*(unit B, 90m).

Re_aphook HilI:

RH-c27*(unit B, 41m),

RIi-C34 (Unit C, l52m),

RH-C39*(Unit D, 2L4m) ,

Section RII-C

RH-C31*(Unit C, I22m), RH-C32*(Unit C, I31m),

RH-C35 (Unít C, 162m), RH-C36*(Unit D, 203m),

RH-C42 (Unit D, 264m).
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{Red Siltstones (cont'd)

Creek Formation (sensu stricto - Lake Frome No. 2 borecore

LF2-2407. LF2-25L5
+

eilly Creek Formatio4 sensu stricto - Yalka1po 2 borecore

YL2-519, vL2-44O, YL2-428, YL2-4L4-

Red Shales

üIarragee Member

!{irrealpa Basin: Section BC-R

Bc-R4 (39m)
+

Heysen Range: Section BR-A

BR-All (138m)

Mount Scott Range: Section MS-B

MS-B4 (11m) .

Nildottie Siltstone Member

lVirrealpa Basin: Section BC-B e Section)

Bc-D12 (71m).

I'Iirrealpa Basin: Section BC-N

BC-N6a (I32m) , Bc-N6b (132m) -

Eregund a Sandslone Member

lrlirrealpa Basin: Section BC-K (Ten Mile Creek Section)

om is the base of unit c of the Eregunda sandstone Member.

BC-K2O (53m), BC-K21 (53m) , BC-K22 (54m).

Erud,ina Siltstone Member

Reaphook HiIl: Section RII-A

BilIy

I

I

RH-427*(Unit A, 28m).
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fnterlaminated Red Shale and Siltstone

Nildottie Siltstone Member

Vüirrealpa Basin: Section BC-N

BC-N2a (f18m), BC-N2c (II8n), BC-N4a (I14m), BC-N4b (II4m),

Bc-NIOb (I48m), BC-N1Oc (148m) , BC-P2a (I50m), Bc-P2b (IsOm),

BC-P2c (150m).

Erudina Siltstone Member

Reaphook HilI: Section RII-C

RH-C37 (Unit D, 2I3m), RH-C41 (Unit D, 262m), RII-C43 (Unit D, 266m).

Billv Creek Formation sensu stricto - Lake Frome Nos. I & 2 borecore

LFl-2560+

r,E2-2Oa8, LF2-2523
+

Billy Creek Formation (sensu stricto) - Yalkalpo 2 borecore

vL2-327

V ated Shales and Siltstones

l{arragee Member

Ir'IirrealPa Basin: Section BC-B

Bc-D9 (301m).

Wirrealpa Basin: Section BC-R

BC-T4 (2O2m).

gilty Creek Formation sensu stricto - Lake Frome No. I borecore

+ +
LFL-L494 , LFI-1663

eillv Creek Formation sensu stricto - Yalkalpo 2 borecore

I

I

YL2-39L, vL2-289.
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Green Sandstones

Eregunda Sandstone Member

lrlirrealpa Basin: Section BC-K (Ten Mile Creek Section

om is the base of Unit C of the Eregunda Sandstone Member.

BC-KII 1:Am), Bc-K13 (38m).

!üirrea Basin: Section BC- Balcoracana Creek Section)

Bc-Q13 (36m)

Moun t Scott Ranse: Section MS-B

MS-827* (om)

Mount Frome: Section MF-A

MF-423 (Im).

BiIly Creek FormaÈion (sensu stricto - Yalka1po 2 borecore

vL2-499.

Green Siltstones

Warragee Member

I¡Iir Basin: Section BC-Þ (Type Section)

BC-DII (32om)

Chambers Gorge: Section CG-B

cG-81* (Iem¡ .

Nildottie Siltstone Member

Charnlcers Gorqe: Section CG-B

cG-814* (189m)

Erequnda Sandstone Member

Vüirrealpa Basin: Section BC-Q (Balcoracana Creek Section)

BC-Q4 (Om), Bc-Q9

Mount Frome

(I5m), Bc-QIlb (I6m), BC-QI]c (I6m).

: Section MF-A

MF-Ar9 (1m) , MF-420 (1m).
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Green Siltstones (cont'd)

¡itlv Creek Formation (sensu stricto) - Lake Frome No. I borecore

LFl-1664+

BiIly Creek Formation'(sensu stricto) - Yalkalpo 2 borecore

+ +
YL2-459 | YL2-442 , YL2-3L7

Green Shales

hlarragee Member

V'Iir Basin: Section BC-B (Type Section)

Bc-D4 (302m).

!{irrealpa Basin: Section BC-R

Bc-Rl (23m), Bc-R10 (I97m), Bc-T6 (222m1.

Mount ScotÈ Range: SecÈion MS-B

MS-86 (23n), MS-87 (24m).

eilly Creek Formation sensu sÈricto - Lake Frome No. 2 borecore

LF2-2408.

eillv Creek Formation (sensu stricto) - vqlke]po 2 borecore

vL2-472, YL2-447.

LITHOLOGICAI ASSOCIATION 2

Sandstones withouÈ Carb'onate Grains or Appreciable Carbonate Cement

Coads HiIl Member

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-A

RH-46 (Unit B' lom),

RH-412 (Unit D, 7Om).

Reaphook Hill:

RIr-47 (Unit B, 25m),

RH-F6 (Unit B, 3Om).

Section RH-F
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Sandstones without Carbonate Grains or Appreciable Carbonate Cement (cont'd)

Coads HiIl Member (cont'd)

Reaphook HiII: Section RII-G

RH-c4 (Unit C, 3lm),

RH-G7 (Unit D, 65m),

Reaphook HilI:

RH-J6 (Unit F, 20m) 
'

Reaphook Hill:

rìIr-J7 (unit F , 22m) .

Locality RH-K

Ril-cs (Unit C,

RH-GB (Unit D,

Section RH-J

34m), RH-c6

72m), RH-G9

(Unit C,

(Unit D,

58m) ,

72m) .

RH-KI (unit B, 9m)

Calcarenitic Sandstones

Coads HilI Member

Reaphook HiIl : Section RH-A

Rrt-A3 (unit B, 0m), R-H-A4a (Unit B,

RH-A5 (Unit e, 2m), RH-AI7 (Unit F,

Om) , RH-A4b (Unit B, Om) ,

90m) .

Reaphook J!iI.!: Section RH-B

RH-83 (Unit B, 4m), RH-B5 (Unit c, 20m),

RH-BIS (Unit F, 88m).

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-C (Type Section)

RH-C2 (Unit B, 6m), RH-C3 (Unit B, 9m), RH-C9 (Unit D, 59m),

RH-CII (Unit r, 77m), RH-C12a (Unit F, 78m), Rrl-Cl2b (Unit F, 78rn).

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-F

RH-F3 (Unit B, 8m), RH-F4 (Unit B, 18m), RH-F5 (Unit B, l9m),

RH-F7 (Unit F, 57m), RII-F8 (Unit F, 62m), RH-F9 (Unit F, '72m),

RH-F10 (Unit F, 78m).

Reaphook Hitl:

zuI-Gl (Unit B, 18m), RH-G2 (Unit C, 25m), RH-G3 (Unit C, 25m).

Reaphook HilI: Section RII-J

Section RH-G

Om) , RH-J2 (Unit B , 2m) , RH-J3 (Unit B, 3m) ,

15m), RH-J9 (unit t, 27m), RÍI-JIO (Unit F, 32m).

RH-JI (UNit B,

Rrr-Js (Unit F,
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Calcarenitic Sandstones (cont'd)

Coads HiIl Member (cont'd)

Reaphook HiIl: Localitv RH-K

RH-K3 (Unit B, IOm) , RH-K4 (Unit B, t5m)

Calcarenitic Siltstones

Coads HilI Member

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-A

RH-418 (Unit r, 103m)

Immature (sliqhtty clavev) Sandstone

Coads HiIl Member

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-A

RI{-413 (Unit D, 70m),

Hill:

RH-A]6 (Unit E, 81m) .

Section RH-G

RH-G10 (Unit F,

RII-GI4 (Unit F,

7gn) t RH-G]I Lunit F, 8Im), RH-G13 (unit F, 100m),

I01m).

Coad.s Hill Member

Very únmature (clavev) Sandstone

Reaphook HilI: Section RH-B

RH-86 (Unit C, 25ml

Reaphook HilI: Section RH-C (Type Section)

RH-Cs [unit C, 43m), RH-C6 (unit c, 45m) t

RH-C8 (Unit C, 48m) .

Section RH-G (Type Section)

RH-C4

Rrr-c7

(unit c, 43m),

(unit c, 47m) ,

Reaphook HiII:

RH-c12 (Unit F, 98m)
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LITHOI.OGICAL ASSOCIATION 3

Carbonate Mudstones

I^larragee Member

v'lirrearpa Basin: section BC-B (type section)

Bc-cr4s (275m), Bc-c15s (298m), Bc-c16d (298m), Bc-cr7d (2ggm) ,

d
BC-D1 ( 300m) .

wirrealéa Basín: Section BC-R

nc-T8as (236m) , Bc-TBbs (236m).

Mount Frome: Section MF-A

MF-A7S (95m)

Coads HiIl Member

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-A

RH-424 (Unit H, t90m)

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-C

RH-cIgss (Unit H, 186m), RII-c2os" (unit H, 189m), RII-c2ls= lgrrit H, 191m).

Calcisiltites

!ùarragee Member

Mount Frome: Section MF-A

MF-A5 (6m), MF-46 (8m) .

Coads Hill Member

Reaphook Hi,ll: Section RH-A

RII-414 (Unit D, 66m)

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-B

RII-BI6 (Unit F, 85m)

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-F

RH-F12 (unit G, llOm).
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Calcisiltites (cont'd)

Erudina Siltstone Member

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-A

RH-426 (Unit A, 2Im)

Wackestones

!{arragee Member

Wirrealpa Basin: Section BC-B (fype Section)

BC-C2 (13m), Bc-Cll (251m).

Coads HiIl Member

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-A

RH-Alsvs (unit E, gom) , Rrt-A22v" lurrit G, r58m), RIt-423v" (urrit G, t87m) -

Reaphook HiIl: Section RII-B

RIi-B9vs (unit E, 52m1 , RH-Blovs (unit D, 56m).RH-B8vs (unit c, Agm),

Reaphook Hill:

Rrl-clovs (unit E, 67m), Rn-cl4d (unit c, r5om), Rn-cr5d (unit H, 175m).

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-F

RH-Fl4vs (unit G, 133m), RrI-F16v= lurrit H, L44m).

Erudina Siltstone Member

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-C

RH-c23d (unit A, 8m), Rg-c26ad (unit e, 38m), Rn-c26bd (unit A, 38m).

Packestones

üTarragee Member

Chamb ers Gorge : Section CG-B

cc-B2A (23m).

Coads HiIl Member

Reaphook HilI: Section RH-A

Section RH-C

RH-425 (Unit H' 196m) .
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Grainstones

Coads HiIl Member

Reaphook HiII: Section RH-C (Type Section)

RÍ\-C22 (Unit J, 19In) .

Reaphook HilI: Section RH-F

RH-F19 (Unit J, I50m).

Boundstones

vüarragee Member

!ùirrealpa Basin: Section BC-B

ec-cad" e7m), Bc-c4d" (2sm) , Bc-csd"

(Type Section)

(32m), sc-c6d" (52m) ,

Bc-c9 (247m), BC-CIO (251m) .

Coads HiIl Member

Section RH-C (Type Section)

(Unit H, I88m) .RH-Crgads (Unit H, 188m), Rtt-CL9bd=

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-F

Om is the base of the Coads Hill Member-

n¡-¡'rsd= (unít H, L42m), RH-F17 (unit H, 148m) .

Billv Creek Formation (sensu stricto) - Lake FTome No. I borecore

LrL-1672
d.s

LTTHOLOGICAL ASSOCTATTON 4

Crystal Tuffs

Warragee Member

Vrlirre Basin: Section BC-B

BC-C8 (I47m) , BC-D7 (306m), BC-D8 (306m).

lrlirrealpa Basin: Section BC-R

BC-R2 (22m), BC-R8 (I52m), BC-T1 (199m) , B,C-'I2 (20Om) '

Bc-T3 (2o0m).
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Crystal Tuffs (cont'd)

Nildottie Siltstone Member

Mount Frome: SecÈion MF-A

MF-AII lzr m).

Coads Hill Member

Reaphook Hill: Section RH-A

RH-A2O (Unit G, 143m), RH-421 (Unit G, 157m).

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-C

RH-C13 (unit G, 149m) , RII-C16 (Unit H, I77m) .

Erudina Siltstone Member

Reaphook HiIl: Section RH-C

RH-C3O (unit B, 67m), RH-c4o (unit D, 252m).

Billy Creek FormaÈion (sensu stricto - Lake Frome No. I borecore

LFl-2561
+

Billv Creek Formation ( sensu stricto) - Ya1kalpo 2 borecore

vL2-524 | vL2-443, YL2-436.



Table CI.

Modal Component

QuarEz

Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock Igneous

fragments MetamorPhic

IndeÈerminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix
IndeÈerminate matrix

Q:F:R
CIan name

Modal Analvses, Lithological Association I Red Sandstones

+
BC-K2

+
BC-K3BC-KI

+ +

(,
g
rú
g.{
TDõ
rl
()
h

(¡.sst.l¡lbr. )

Pt. Count %

39. 8

L8.2

o.2

I.0
1.8

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.6

I.0
9.2

L2.4

(E.Sst.ttlbr. )

Pt. Count Z

39.8

L9.2

0.6

0.8

4.O

2.8

I.2
0.8

1.0

4.8

60:37
arkose

4

(E.Sst.¡lbr. )

Pt. Count %

42.8

20.6

o.4

o.4

3.0

r.8
0.8

3.2

o.2

o.4

o.4

10. 6

10. 0

5.4

63:36:l
arkose

BC-K6
+

(E. Sst. Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

53.4

26.O

o.2

2.6

2.O

1.0

2.O

0.8

o.2

5.8

5.2

0.8

64:35:I
arkose

BC-K7
(8. Sst. ¡lbr . )
Pt. Count %

46.O

19. 8

o.2

0.6

4.6

r.0
I.2
2.2

0.8

0.6

0.8

8.2

L5.4

o.4

o.2

8.6

II.6

L3.2

65:3124
arkose

2.8

63:35:2
arkose

o
ts
Oì

+500 point counts.



Table CI. (cont'd)

Modal Component

QuarLz

Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscoyite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock Igneous

fragrments Metænorphic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matri:<

Indeterminate matrix

a:F:R
CIan name

1.0

0.6

5.8

14. 8

o-4

0.6

IL.4
10.6

Modal Analvses, Lithological Association I, Red Sandstones

o
H
6q
oõ
-l
0)

Ft{

BC-K8
+

(E.Sst.¡,tbr. )

Pt. Count %

47 .O

22 -2

4.2

2.2

2"8

2.2

I.0

o-4

o.4

5.2

8.4

4.O

63229=2
arkose

BC-K9
+

(E.sst.Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

35.8

30. I
o.2

I.0
3.0

r.0
o.4

o.2

o.4

o.4
LL.4

13 .6

1.8

50249:l-
arkose

+
BC-KIO

(nlsst.¡r¡r. )

Pt. Count %

+
BC-KI4

(n.ssT-. ulcr. )

Pt. Count %

42-4

2I.4
o.2

2.O

o.2

2.6

2.2

6.0

6L;34:5
arkose

BC-Kl5
+

(E.Sst.Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

38.6

26.6

o.2

o.4

3.2

r.8
1.0

r.4
1.8

0.8

o.4

I0. 6

11.0

2.2

54:4224
arkose

37 .O

27.8

0.6

0.8
3.4

1.8

o.4

1.6

0.6

3.8

52245:3
arkose

c)

ts
\j

+
500 point counts.
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Table Cl. (cont'd)

Modal Component

Q.:uarEz

Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

SedimentarY

Rock Igneous

fragments MeÈamorPhic

Ind,eterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement ç matrix

Indeterminate matrix

QtF:R
Clan name

Modal Analvses, Litholog

+
BC-K16

ical Association I, Red Sandstones

+ BR-A23
*

BC-K]-7
(E.Sst.Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

47 .2

24.O

o.2

4.6

4

0

o.2

o.4

5.8

10.0

0.8

62:38:I
arkose

(8. Sst. Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

42.O

32.2

o.4

L.4

L.6

L.2

o.2

o-2

3.2

54244=2
arkose

(E . Sst. llbr. )

Pt. Count e"

35.2

23.2

o.4

5.6

L.2

0.8

L7.2

13.6

54

2.4

45:I
arkose

*
BR-A27

(E.Sst.l4br. )

Pt. Count %

40. 0

16. 0

0.8

1.6

r.6
r.6

5.2

67:3I:3
arkose

*
t\,ls-B27

(E. sst.l,lbr . )
Pt. Count %

44.O

8.0

0.8

3.6

I.2
0.8

o.4

L2.O

8.0

5.2

16.0

832L7:1
subarkose

2 0

0

I

o.40.8

0.6

8.6

7.6

L.2

o.4

10. 0

2I.6

o
ts
@

-+'500 point counts.
*250 point counts.



Table CI (cont'd)

Modal Component

Quart-z

Orthoclase

Microcline
PerthiÈe

Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock lgneous

fragments MetamorPhic

Ind.eterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix

Indeterminate matrix

a:F:R
Clan name

Modal Analvses, Litholoqical Association I, Red Sandstones

MS-B28 *

(/)
lr
rd
O{
útõ
r{
(l)
f{

(E. Sst.Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

49.6

L3.2

L.2

1.6

2.8

L4.4

9.6

4.4

3.2

78:22:0
subarkose

MF_A27*
tn. s-"t.r'r¡t. )

Pt. Count %

40. I
9.2

3.6

2.4

L.2

o.4

r.6

18. 4

L4.4

0.8

7.2

74 z 23 : 3

arkose

MF-A3O *

tn.s"t¡,rl"t.l
Pt. Count %

40.4

15.6

o.4

3.6

3.0

2.O

20.o

6.8

4.O

4.4

67:33:0
arkose

RII-C33 *
(E.Sst.Mbr. )

Pt. Count ?

42.8

6.0

YL2-5L2*
(B . Ck. Fm. )

Pt. Count å

43.2

20. 0

1.6

4.O

0.8

0.8

4.8

2.4

2.4

10. 0

6.0

4.O

55:33:12
arkose

0.8

3.2

4.O

3.2

0.8

r6. 0

20.4

2.8

80:19:I
subarkose

c)

ts(o
*250 point counts.



Ta-ble C2.

Modal Component

QuarEz

Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock Igneous

fragrnents MetamorPhic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix

Indeterminate matrix

a:F:R
CIan name

Modal Analyses, Lithological Association 1, Green Sandstones

I

BC-KII.
+

o
$l
rd
g.t
a
d.l
o
f{

(E.Sst.Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

4L.6

20.6

r.8
3.0

4.O

1.8

1.0

o.2

0.6

L6.6

0.8

8.0

63:34:3
arkose

BC_KI3
(E. Sst.Mbr . )
Pt. Count e"

4L.4

21.8

3.0

2.4

3.6

I.6
0.8

MF-A2O*
(E. Sst.Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

46.8

a.4

0.8

o.4

8.4

6.2

0.8

L9.6

r.6
I.2
5.6

82:L7:1
subarkose

MF-423't
(E.Sst.¡lbr.)
Pt. Count %

56. 8

7.2

3.2

2.8

L.2

r-6

10. I
3.6

0.8

LL.2

85:15:0
subarkose

vL2-499*
(B.Ck.Fm)
Pt. Count %

43.2

16.0

o.4

4.4

0.8

L2"8

3.2

5.6

0.8

IL.2
r.6

54..26:20
lithic arkose

o.2

L6.4

o.4

2.4

57242:l
arkose

+
500 point counts. o

N)o
*250 point counts.



Tabte C3. Moda1 Analvses, Litholoqical Association 2. Sandstones without apprecia-ble carbonate

Model Component

Quar.i;-z

Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedi:nentary

Rock Igneous

fragments MetamorPhic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

fron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix

Indeterminate matrix

Q:F:R
Clan name

RH-A7 *
(Co-¿s-trit1 Mbr. )

Pt. Count ?

73.2

3.6

2.8

2.4

2.8

3.2

86:L4:0
subarkose

RH-A12 *
(Coads HiIl Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

69.6

2-4

2.O

2-8

8.0

90:9:l-
subarkose

RTI-G5*
(coaas-nirr Mbr.)

Pt. Count ?

RH-G8*
(coaas-nitt ¡,lbr. )

Pt. Count %

RH-J7*
(Coads HiIl l{br.)

Pt. Count %

56. I
4.8

r.6
L.6

2"4

L2.8

4.O

84:15:1
subarkose

0.8

0.8

L.2

9822:0
quartzarenite

73.6

7.2

1.6
0.8

0"8

0"8

852L2:3
subarkose

76.O

o.4

o.4
o
$
d
Or
ad
-{
c)
É{

0.8

0.8

0.8

L5.2

2.4

L2"8L2.O 20.413"6

o
NJ
ts

*250 point counts.



Ta-ble C.4. Modal AnaIVS ES Litho locr ical Association 2. CalcareniÈic SandsÈones

a
H
rüq
(n
d
-{
C)
Ê{

Modal ComponenÈ

QuarEz

orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

SedimentarY

Rock Igneous

fragments MetamorPhic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

fron cement

Carbonate matrix & cement

fndeÈerminate matrix

a:F:R
CIan name

BC-VÍ21
(Vüarragee ¡lbr. )

Pt. Count å

66.8

0.8

o.4

o.4

L4.4

o.4

93:224
sublitharenite

BC-W22*
(warr.ge" Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

67 .6

o.4

1.6

o.4

0.8

2-8

18.4

0.8

93:324
sublitharenite

BC-W24't
(War?agee Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

69.6

o.4

1.6

BC-X8 *
(warragee Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

58-4

0.8

t.6

0.8

o.4

o.4

0.8

37.4

0.8

94:5:I
subarkose

BC-X9*
(w-ti.g." l,Ibr. )

Pt. Count %

66.4

0.8

L.2

2.O

2-8

o.4

L3.2

12.8

o.4

90:5:4
subarkose

o.4

3.2

r3 .6

0.8

L.2

t.¿ 11.6

L4.4

96:3:2
quartzarenite

o
NJ
N)

*250 point counts.



Ta-ble C. 4. (cont'd)

Modal Component

Quarlz
Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock ïgneous

fragments MetamorPhic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix

Indeterminate matrix

9:F:R
Clan name

(Coads tiill Mbr.)
Pt. Count %

63.2

L.2

2.O

L6.4

0.8

92:5:3
subarkose

(Coads HiII Mbr.)
Pt. Count %

(Coads HiIl Mbr.)
Pt. Count %

*

(Coads Hilt Mbr.)
Pt. Count %

63.6

5.2

0.8

2.4

0.8

2.O

9.2

r1.6
4.4

86:11:3
subarkose

*
RH-F9

(Coads Hill Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

54.8

2.4

0.8

0.8

o.4

6.8

L6.4

7-6

8327:I0
sublitharenite

ModaI Analvses, Litholoqical Association 2. Calcarenitic Sandstones

RIT-C3 
*

RH-C9
*

RH-C11 RH-F4*

0.8

4-8

7.2

16.4

L.2

90:3:6
sublitharenite

54.4

0.8

0.8

o.4

II.6

26.O

2.4

80z2zL7
sublitharenite

67.2

L.2
a
$r
rdq
u¡õrl
o
fi

0.8

o.4

2.4

14. 0 9.63.6

o
N
(¡)

*250 point counts.



Table C.5. Modal Analvses, Lithol ical Association 2. Sliqhtlv immasure (clayey) sandstonesoct

Modal Component

Quartz
Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

BiotiÈe
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock lgneous

fragments MetamorPhic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement ç matrix

Clay o silt natrix

Q:F:R
CIan name

RIT-A8*
(Coads ttill l4br. )

Pt. Count %

13.6

9Lz9:0
subarkose

RH-AI6*
(Coads Hill Mbr. )

Pt. Count å

56.0

0.8

2.O

0.8

r.6

30. 4

9I=6:3
subarkose

RH-G1I*
(coa¿ffi Mbr.)

Pt. Count A

64-O

1.6

0.8

0.8

2.O

30. 8

9624:0
quartzarenite

62.8

UI
t{
dq
oõ
-lo
f{

6

2

I
4

I
I
0

2

4

I
0

0

7.2

0.8

8.8

8.0

o
N)
È*250 point counts.
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Ta-ble C.6. ModaI

Modal Component

Quartz
orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock lgneous

fragments MetamorPhic

Indeterminate

OvergrowEhs

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix
Indeterminate matrix

Q:F:R
CIan name

Analvses, Litholoqical Association 2 -

RII-C4 *
(Coads ttitl Mbr.)

Pt. Count ?

40.8

0.8

2.4

0.8

o.4

9.2

2.O

4.4

39.2

76:lzL7
sublitharenite

*250 point counts.

rmmature (verv clavev) sandstones

RH-C6*
(Coads HilI Mbr. )

Pt. Count %

40 -4

0.8

0.8

L.2

4.4

1.6

50. 8

84:629

sublitharenite

RH-C8*
(Coads ttilt ldbr.)

Pt. Count %

52.4

r.6
0.8

o.4

o.4

7.2

5.6

3L.2

95:4:I
guartzarenite

o
l\)
(Jl

--r!5Þ >- __
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Table Dl.

Modal Component

Quarl-z

Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock Igneous

fragments MetamorPhic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix
Indeterminate matrix

Q:F:R
CIan name

Vlhite Pt. CgI.
Pt. Count %

29.2

1.6

0.8

1.6

o.4

7.2

20.o

L.2

36.4

r.6
57:5:39

sedlitharenite

VÍhite Pt. Cgl.
Pt. Count %

37 .6

3-2

0.8

2.8

L.2

16.8

4.4

L.2

29.6

2.4

6t:IIz27
feldspathic

sedlitharenite

White Pt. C91.
Pt. Count %

52.O

3.2

3.2

Kr-F1-2*
White Pt. Cgl.
Pt. Count %

46.8

L.6

0.8

2.O

1.6

2-O

30. 8

70z9:2L
feldspathic

sedlitharenite

Kf-FL-3*
tühite Pt. C91.
Pt. Count %

42.8

3.2

I.6
L.2

0.8

0.8

L5.2

2.4

31. 6

66:I0:23
feldspathic

sedlitharenite

Modal Analyses, Conglomerate Facies Association Sandstones

KI-BR-5* KI-W?-I* Kr-Ft-1*

(f)

S{
dq
ú)
õ
-t
c)
f{

L.2

10.0

1.6

28.4

L4.4

7629:15
sublitharenite

U
ts

*250 point counts.
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Ta-ble Dl. (cont'd)

Modal Component

QuarEz

Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

SedimentarY

Rock lgneous

fragments MetamorPhic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix
Indeterminate matrix

Q:F:R

Modal Analyses, Cong lomerate Facies Association Sandstones

KI-FL-5*
Boxing Bay Fm.
Pt. Count %

47.6

0.8

2.4

0.8

o.4

85:8:7

subarkose

Kf-PM-I*
Boxing Bay Fln.
Pt. Count %

34.2

L.2

L.2

1.6

o.4

0.8

0.8

32.O

r.6

K]-PM-2*
Boxing Bay FTn.

Pt. Count ?

46.4

7.2

4.4

o.4

r.6
0.8

L.6

6.8

o.4

0.8

ro-4

L4.O

5.2

68z20zL2

Kr-cE-l*
Boxing Bay Fm.

Pt. Count U

32.8

4.O

L.6

2.O

o.4

r.6
o.4

5.6

16. I

26.4

r.6
572L4:29
feldspathic
Iitharenite

Kf-cE-2*
Boxing Bay Fm.

Pt. Count %

4r.8
I0.8

0.8

2.4

L.2

2.4

2.8

4.8

2.4

22.8

8.0

7L:24:5

arkose

4.O

6.8

tô ')

2.4

0.8

L7.6

4.4

:6247

6.8

4A

sed.litharenite tithic arkose

U
N)

CIan name

*250 point counts.



Table D2.

Modal Component

QuarLz

Orthoclase

Microcl-ine

Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock Igneous

fragments Metamorphic

Ind.eterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix
fndeterminate matrix

A:F:R
CIan name

KI-BR-1*
Vlhite Pt. Cgl.
Pt. Count %

4L.6

8.0

2.O

L-2

4.8

3.2

r.2

o.4

8.0

0.8

L9.6

9.2

72228:0
arkose

KI-V'IP-4*
rühite Pt. Cgl.
Pt. Count %

38.4

L4.4

67

4.O

29.2

r.6
4.4

33:
arkose

tfhite Pt. CgI.
Pt. Count %

o.4

0.8

8.4

4.6

7.6

7L:28:l
arkose

KT-FL-7*
White Pt. CgI.
Pt. Count %

35. 6

11.6

o.4
0.8

4.O

3.6

0.8

4.O

6.0

7.6

25.6

68:32:
arkose

0

KI-FL-8*
Vühite Pt. Cgl.
Pt. Count Z

38. I
14.0

L.2

3.6

L.2

0.8

L.2

55.2

LL.2

1.6

1.6

1.6

0.8

Modal Analyses, Sandstone Facies Association Sandstones

KT-FL-4*

a
H
d
0r
o
rc
-l
c)
f1

0.8

3.2

4.O

2.O

6.0

L4.4

16. I
68:32:0

arkose

U
UJ

*250 point counts.



Table D2. (cont'd)

Moda1 Component

QuarEz

Orthoclase

Microcline
Perthite
Plagioclase

Muscovite

Biotite
Heavy Minerals

Sedimentary

Rock fgneous

fragments Metamorphic

Indeterminate

Overgrowths

Iron cement

Carbonate cement & matrix
Indeterminate matrix

a:F:R
CIan name

KT-FL-6 *
Boxing Bay Fm.
Pt. Count %

4L.2

2L.2

o.4

L.2

1.2

4.8

2-O

3.6

L3.2

2.O

3-2

58242:0
feld sarenite

KI-PM-5 *
Boxing Bay Fm.
Pt. Count %

43.2

2L.6

0.8

0.8

4.6

o.4

0.8

L.2

0.8

14-o

7.6

4.O

60239:1
feldsarenite

KI-VÙP-14 *
Boxing Bay Fm.
Pt. Count %

42.4

2L.6

2.4

Kr-vüP-16 *
Boxing Bay Fm.
Pt. Count %

Kr-!ùP-17 *
Boxing Bay Fm.
Pt. Count %

Modal Analvses, Sandstone Facies Association Sandstones

U)

$r
rúq
Ø

,ì5

"t(u
Él

I-2
58242:0
feld sarenite

34.8

22.4

L.6

2I.6
2.8

3.6

5l:49:0
feldsarenite

4L.6

23.2

0.8

6.8

2.O

0.8

7.4

5.6

57=43:0
feldsarenite

10.0

I.6
1.6

1.2

2.4

L.2

r8. 0

3.6

11.6

U

È
*250 point counts.



Plate I30:

Plate 13I:

Plate 132:

Lower, silty portion of the Carricka.l-inga Head Formation

as exposed on the northeast coast of Kangaroo Island,

approximately 2km east of l{ummocky Point. This interval

corresponds with the Blowhole Creek Siltstone Member of the

formation, as defined by Daily and Milnes (197I) on

Fleurieu Peninsula.

General view of the northeast coast Kangaroo Island out-

çrops, Iooking west, with Hummocky Beach in the foregrouncl.

The first headland comprises the upper portion of the

Carrickalinga Head Formation (Campana Creek Member equi-

valent), and the succeedinq headland comprises the con-

formably overlying Stokes Bay Sandstone.

Major sandy interval in the upper portion of the

Carrickalinga Head Formation, with channels and multiple

intersecting sets of trough cross-stratification. The

sandstone content of the sequence increases markedly from

this point onwards, and indicates a wel-l--defined transi-

tion into the conformably overlying Stokes Bay Sandstone.

Channef is approximately l.2m deep. Location: approximately

lkm west of Hummocky Beach.
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P1ate 133:

P1ate I34:

Plate 135:

Lenticular bedding (middle of photo) and sand-streaked

green shales. Pen: 14cm long. Location: middle portion

of the Carrickalinga Head Formation at Hummocky Beach.

PIan view of large burrows. Lenscap: 54nm diameter.

Location: Blowhole Creek Siltstone Member equivalent in

the Carrickalinga Head Formation, 2km east of Hummocky

Point.

Sand infilled retrusive burrows indicative of rapid

sedimentation. Lenscap: 54mm diameter. Location: Blow-

hole Creek Siltstone Member equivalent in the Carrickalinga

Head Formation, 2km east of Hummocky Point.





P1ate 136: Cross section of curved, sand-infilled burrow in poorly

developed lenticular-bedded facies. scale: 29mm diameter.

Location: middle portion of the carrickalinga Head Forma-

tion on the western leadland of Hurnmocky Beach.

Plate I37: sub-horizontal worm burrows in lenticular bedded facies.

Lenscap: 54mm diameter. Location: middle portion of the

Carrickatinga Head Formation west of Hummocky Beach.

plate l3B: plan view of sinuous crawling tracks attributed to trilo-

bites. Location: middle portion of the Carrickalinga Head

Formation west of HummockY Point.





P1ate 139:

Plate 140:

Cross-section of linsen-bedded facies, comprising

reddish brown rippled sandstone lenses intercalated

with greyish green mudstone. outcrop height is

approximately 0.8m. Location: middle portion of the

Carrickalinga Head Formation west of Hummocky Beach.

General view of predominantly Iínsen-bedded facies

showing abundance of lingnoid current ripples preserved

on bedding plane surfaces. Outcrop width is appro-

ximately 5.5m. Location: middle portion of the

Carrickalinga Head Formation west of Hummocky Beach.





Plate l4I

P1ate 142:

Plate 143:

Lingnoid current ripples in the linsen bedded facies.

Current from left to right. Lenscap: 54mm diameter.

Location: middle portion of the Carrickalinga Head

Formation west of Hummocky Beach.

Doub1e crested ripples indicative of falling water level

during sedimentation. Lenscap: 54mm d.iameter.

Location: middle portion of the Carrickalinga Head Forma-

tion west of Hummocky Beach.

Cross-section of continuously rippled sandstone facies.

Cross-laminae have curved basal surfaces and. foresets

dip in a variety of orientations. Commonly, the internal

orientation of laminae bears no resemblance to the ex-

Èernal- ripple form. These criteria are consid.ered to

provide good evidence of wave-generation. Lenscap: 54¡run

diameter. Location: upper portion of the Carrickalinga

Head Formation west of Hummocky Point.





Plate 144:

P1ate 145:

Plate 146:

Trough cross-stratified reddish brown sandstone, formed

by the migration of megaripples on the seafloor.

Hammer: 3lcm long. LocaÈion: upper portion of the

Carrickalinga Head Formation west of Hummocky Point.

Trough cross-stratified reddish brown sandstone.

Hammer: 3lqn long. Location: upper portion of the

Carrickalinga Head Formation west of Hununocky Point.

Trough cross-stratified and minor planar-tabular

cross-stratified calcareous sandstone, containing

abundant carbonaÈe ooliths. HaÍuner: 29cm long.

Location: middle porÈion of the Carrickalinga

Head Formation west of Hummocky Point.
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Plate 147: General view of the lower portion of stokes Bay sandstone

near stokes Bay. Reddish-brown medium-graíned arkoses in

the foreground are tTough eross-stratified.

Plate 148: Contorted bedding in medium-grained, red-brown arkose'

Haruner: 3lcm long. Location: upper portion of the

Stokes Bay Sandstone east of Dashwood Bay (FiS. L3-2) -

plate I49: Contorted bedding in mediurn:grained reddish brown arkose-

'Hanmer: 31cm long- Location: upper portion of the

Stokes Bay Sandstone east of Dashwood Bay'





P1ate I50: Large polygonal sand-infilled desiccation cracks in

red sha1e. Hammer length: 31cm. Location: Iower

portion of the Smith Bay Sha1e immediately to the east

of smith Bay (Fis. L3-2).

Plate 151: Large exhumed. polygonal d,esiccation crack and in-

filtings in red shale. Hammer length: 3l-crn.

Location: lower portion of the Smith Bay Shale

immediately to the east of Smith Bay.

Plate I52: Sand-infilled worm burrows on Èhe sole of a thin

sandstone bed. Lenscap: 54nun diameter. Location:

upper portion of the Smith Bay Shale east of BaId Rock.
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Plate 153:

Plate 154:

Plate 155:

Contorted, reddish brown, medium-grained arkose.

HaÍmer: 3lcm Iong. Location: basal portion of the

Smith Bay Sha1e east of Smith BaY.

Small load structures at the base of evenly bedded

reddish brown arkose overlying greyish red shale.

Location: Iower portion of the Smith Bay Sha1e on

the eastern side of Smith Bay.

Cross-stratified, medium-grained, pale brown oolitic

grainstone (light coloured unit in ctiff), approximately

I.5m in thickness. Location: uppermost portion of the

Smith Bay Shale east of Bald Rock.
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Plate 156:

Plate 157: Red shafes with thin pebbly interbeds. Location:

uppermost portion of the Vühite Point Conglomerate

west of Cape DrEstaing.

Bedding surface of polymictic boulder conglomerate. Note

the abundance of carbonate clasts (light coloured).

Location: "The Ledge", middle portion of the Vlhite Point

Conglomerate west of Cape DrEstaing.

Evenly taminated and contorted reddish brown arkosj-c

sandstones, overlying 2m thick unit of cobble to boulder

conglomerate. Location: middle portion of the V[hite Point

Conglomerate west of Cape DrEstaing.

Plate 158:





Plate 159: Interbedded greyish green shale and evenly bedded, ripple

laminated and slumped reddish brown arkose. Harruner: 3lcm

long. Location: middle portion of the Emu Bay Shale east

of The Big Gut1y.

Plate 160: Lenticular, cobble conglomerate, wi-th loaded and

channeled base. Hanmer: 31cm long. Location: middle

portion of the Emu Bay Sha1e east of The Big Gully.

Plate 161: Tracks attributed to trilobite in greyish red siltstone

(p1an view). Pen: 15cm long. Location: upper portion

of the Emu Bay Shale east of The Big Gully.
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Plate 162:

Plate 163:

Plate 164:

Contorted bedding in reddish brown, medium-grained

arkose. Arkosic sandstones are Èhe dominant lithology

in the Boxing Bay Formation. Hammer: 31 cm long.

Location: Boxing Bay Formation j¡nmediately west of V{hite

Point.

Lenticular granule to cobble conglomerate beds with

channeled bases eroding red. shale and siltstone.

Hanmer: 29cm long. Location: Boxing Bay Formation at

Vühite Point.

Trough cross-stratified and channeled pebble to cobble

conglomerates and associated greyish green coarse cal-

careous sandstones. HaÍuner: 3lcrn Iong. Location: Boxing

Bay Formation at Pt. Marsden.
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Plate 165: Horizontally bedded. coarse (cobble to boulder) conglomerate.

Hammer: 31cm long. Location: middle portion of the Vthite

Point Conglomerate east of Hawk Nest.

Plate 166: Trough cross-stratified fine (pebble to cobble) con-

glomerate with associated coarse grey calcareous sand-

stone- Harruner: 31cm long. Location: Boxing Bay

Formation at Pt. Marsden.

Plate 167: Subangular to subrounded clasts of limestone and dolomite,

showing pressure solution effects at the clast contacts.

Lenscap: 54mm diameter. Location: middle portion of the

Vfhite Point Conglomerate jusù east of Hawk Nest.





P1ate 168: rnibricate clasts in horizontally bedded coarse con-

glomerate, indicating frow from lefÈ to right. Hammer:

3tcm long. Location: middle portion of the Vùhite Point

Conglomerate just east of Hawk Nest.

Plate 169: Edge of large, conglomerate-infilled channel cut into

reddish brown arkosic sandstone. Hanmer: 31cm long.

Location: Boxing Bay Formation at Pt. Marsden.

Plate I70: Trough cross-stratified fine (granule) conglomerate.

Location: mídd1e portion of the White Point Conglomerate

west of Cape DrEstaing.





Plate 171:

Plate 172:

Plate 173:

Trough cross-stratified reddish brown arkosic sandstone,

capped with a thin unit of horizontally laminated sand-

stone. Haruner: 31cm long. Location: middle portion of

the White PoinÈ Conglomerate west of Cape D'Estaing.

Interbedded units of trough cross-stratified and horizon-

tally laminated reddish brown arkose. Hammer: 31cm long.

Location: Boxing Bay Formation wesÈ of Pt. Marsden.

Trough cross-stratified and contorted reddish brown to

greyish brown arkose. Hammer: 31cm long. Location:

lower portion of the Boxing Bay FormaÈion east of The Big

GuIIy.
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Ptate 174: Contorted reddish brown medium-grained arkose. Hammer:

31cm long. Location: Boxing Bay Formation west of

Pt. Marsden.

ptate I75: Current lineations in reddish brown medium-grained arkose.

Location: basal portion of the Boxing Bay Formation easÈ

of The Big GullY.

plate 176: Cross-section of ripple laminated reddish brown micaceous

arkose. Location: middle portion of the vühite Point

Conglomerate west of Cape DrEstaing.





Plate I77: Lenticular bedding in greyish green sandy siltstone.

Lenscap: 54mm diameter. Location: middle portion of

the tnu Bay Sha1e east of The Big GuIIy.

Plate 178: Continuously rippled greyish brown very fine sand-

stone. Lenscap: 54mm diameter. Location: upper portion

of the Emu Bay Shale east of The Big GuIIy.

Plate 179: Slanmetrical ripples in coarse red siltstone. Note

superimposed molluscan trail (top left), faint trilobite

tracks (bottom left) and worm burrows (right).

Scale: l2cm long. Location: middle porÈion of the

Vühite Point Conglomerate easÈ of Hawk Nest.
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P1ate 18O:

PlaÈe 181:

P1ate 182:

Abundant small tracks arid scratch marks attributed

to trilobites, on the sole of a greyish brown very

fine sandstone bed. Lenscap: 54mm diameter.

Location: upper portion of the Emu Bay Shale east

of The Big Gully.

Cobble conglomerate with coarse sandstone matrix

infilling desiccaÈion crack (just to the right of

Èhe hammer handle) in underlying red silty shale.

Hanmer: 31cm long. Location: Boxing Bay Formation

just west of lrlhite Point.

Burrow-mottled grey argillaceous limestone.

Harnmer: 31cm long. LocaÈion: upper portion of the

White Point Conglomerate, west of Cape DrEstaing.
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Plate 183:

Plate I84:

Plate I85:

Massive, reverse-grad.ed conglomerate with d.ispersed

megaclast fabric (Fig. 16-88). Location: Boxing Bay

Formation on the foreshore of White Point.

Shoreward-facing megaripple interbedded in a sequence of

red shales and siltstones. The megaripple comprises trough

cross-stratified medium-grained arkose. Hammer: 3lcm

long. Location: Boxing Bay Formation west of White Point.

Plane laminated, current-lineated reddish brown arkose

overlying limestone-rich cobble conglomerate. Hanuner:

3lcn long. Location: Boxing Bay Formation at Cape DrEstaing.
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